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2 
Abstract 
W1th the md of Lang-F1rsov transformatwn, a smgle particle Green's functwn descnbmg 
the propagation of small Frohhch polaron has been denved One and two-d1menswnal 
spectral functions are stud1ed by expandmg Green's functiOn perturbat1vely S-I-S tunnellmg 
cuprates can also be descnbed by some closely-related type of th1s Green's functwn. The 
thoery allows us to determme the charactenstJc phonon frequenc1es, gap parameter, mverse-
hfetlme parameter and the electron-phonon coupling from the tunnellmg data 
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Chapter 1 
Polarons and high-Tc 
Superconductivity 
1.1 Introduction 
In vanous ways conductiOn electrons sense any deformation of the Ideal penodic lattice 
of positive 10n cores Even the zero-pomt motwn of wns has 1ts effect on the conduction 
electrons. The remarkable effects of the couplmgs of electrons and phonons are 
( 1) Scattermg of electrons from one momentum state to another state, resulting m elec-
tncal res1stance. 
(2) AbsorptiOn or em1ss10n of phonons, the mteractwn of conduction electrons and 
phonons is an Important cause of attenuatiOn of ultrasomc waves m metals 
(3) Attractive mteract10ns between two electrons. Th1s interaction is crucial for super-
conductivity 
(4) The electron w1ll always carry with 1t a lattice polarisation field. The composite 
particle, electron together with the field, is called a"polaron". It was first introduced by 
Landau [2] m 1933 
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1.2 History and Applications of Polaron Theory 
If an electron IS placed mto the conductiOn band of an 10mc crystal the force on another 
electron at a distance r from 1t would be e2 / Eor2 But 1f the wns did not move the force would 
be e2/Er2, where Eo and € are the static and high-frequency d1electnc constants respectively 
Thus an electron IS acted upon by a potential energy 
(11) 
There eXIst some localised states out of thiS Coulomb potentml The electron is trapped by 
d1gging 1ts own hole m a latt1ce Mott and Gurney [35] explamed that the trapped elec-
tron must be mob1le but heavy, and find 1t notable that no such entity had been observed 
The concept was discussed m much more detmls by Frohhch [3], Yamash1ta and Kurosawa 
[36], Sewel [37], Holstem [4], Toyozawa [38], Eagles [39], Re1k [40], Friedman [41], Holstem 
and Friedman [42], Austm and Mott [43], Emm and Holstem [44], Emin [45], the Russmn 
school.Pekar [46], TJabhkov [47], Rashba [48], Khnger [49], Lang and F1rsov [50], and later 
by many others In Holstem model, an electron 1s trapped by the self mduced deformatiOn 
of diatomic molecules A Frank-Condon model IS used to calculate the1r quasistat1c dis-
placement and the frequency w1th wh1ch the polaron can move to a ne1ghbormg molecule 
In adiabatic approx1matwn, th1s mvolves the exc1tat10n of both the occupied and empty 
molecules to the same energy, so that the electron can tunnel back and forth between them 
Th1s exc1tation involves an act1vat10n energy Ep/2, and the exc1tat10n can occur through the 
actwn of temperature or zero-point motion 
Nowadays the concept of polaron has played more and more s1gmficant role in high-
temperature superconductors The high-temperature superconductors are matenals whose 
static d1electnc constant Eo 1s much greater than that E at h1gh frequency Accordmg to the 
theory by Frohlich [3], Holstem [4], and others [5] a distance rp IS mtroduced, beyond wh1ch 
the medium 1s completely polansed so that the potential energy of the self-trapped electron 
IS 
(1 2) 
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where 1/kp = 1/E- 1/Eo 
Accordmg to a self-consistent calculatiOn by Frohlich and All cock [ 6], 
51i2k 
- p Tp- --2-, 
me 
9 
(1 3) 
(1 4) 
where m IS the effective mass of the earner before polaron formatiOn This calculatiOn IS not 
correct If the value of r P IS smaller than the distance between Ions m the solids, as may be 
the case if m > > m •. For this case Bogomolov et al [7] give 
- ~ (~)1/3 
Tp- 2 6N , (1 5) 
where N IS the number of cells per umt volume. It is found from these formulae that the 
energy built up per polaron formatiOn IS 
(1.6) 
At temperature above 8vehye/2 the polaron moves by a hoppmg process, m the adiabatic 
approximatiOn the number of hops per umt time bemg 
(1 7) 
where w IS the frequency of a longitudinal optical phonon and 
(1 8) 
At temperatures below 8 DeO!Je/2 it behaves like a heavy particle with effective mass 
(1 9) 
where R IS the hopping distance 
It 1s Important to realise that, because of relationship (1.8), Wpfliw IS not necessanly 
very large. effective masses of order 5m. are possible 
Polarons were first visualised as eXJstmg m conductiOn or valence band of semiconductors. 
Although two polarons of the same sign will normally repel each other at large distances, 
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attractwn begms when the polarised regwns overlap, and bosomc bound pa1rs may form, 
espeCially m two-d1menswnal systems, for wh1ch any attractwn must lead to a bound state 
For apphcatwn to high-temperature superconductors, 1t IS essential to cons1der a degen-
erate gas of polarons or b1polarons Such Situation was first cons1dered by Mott[1 J and Mott 
and Dav1s[S] and ev1dence g1ven there shows that SrT103 and other s1m1lar matenals can be 
descnbed m th1s way. In an 1omc crystal, as a result of competitiOn between each earner for 
ions w1th wh1ch to form a polaron, a concentratiOn of polarons greater than about 10 % of 
the ava1lable s1tes IS unhkely to ex1st However, th1s does not lead to a drop m the effective 
mass for h1gh concentratiOn [1 J 
Successful mtroductwn of polarons mto the theory of superconductors anse from the work 
of Alexandrov and Rannmger [8] before the d1scovery of the new matenals They cons1der 
the BCS formula for the energy gap 
L'> ~ 2nwexp ( -±) (1 10) 
With A= VN(O), V bemg the electron-phonon mteractwn. Th1s ongmated m the demon-
stratiOn by Frohhch that, m a metal, phonons could lead to an electron-phonon mteractwn, 
and the expenmental d1scovery of an 1sotope effect A 1s about 0 3 or less for metalhc super-
conductors Many authors cons1dered the behavwur of matenals w1th strong mteractwn, so 
that A mcreases Tc IS g1ven by 
kaTc ~ nwexp (- 1 : A) (111) 
and remams pretty low ( < 40K) for reasonable values of w and A. The new pomt IS that 
A ~ 1 IS the cond1t10n for polaron formation, and 1t 1s shown that, for a value of A m the 
neighbourhood of umty, there IS a fa1rly sharp trans1t10n to a s1tuatwn m wh1ch all the earners 
form polarons, so that the gap extends across the whole Ferm1 d1stnbutwn As pomted out 
by Alexandrov [9] the bas1c phenomenon that allows the h1gh Tc IS polaromc narrowing of the 
band followed by mcrease m dens1ty of states N(O), wh1ch ehmmates the small exponential 
factor m the BCS formula (1 10), F1g 1 1 We therefore have to cons1der the propert1es of a 
gas of charged pa1rs, of small d1mens1ons (the observed correlatiOn bemg small) and small 
overlap ( unhke the Cooper pmrs of the BCS theory) The pa1rs, bemg bosons, obey Bose-
Emstem stat1st1cs, and must be treated accordmg to an analys1s s1m1lar to that for hqmd 
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H e4• If mteract10n between the pairs IS neglected, then the critical temperature IS given by 
3 3fi.2n2/3 
kaTc = (1.12) 
mb 
where mb 1s the boson mass, mb = (m1m2m3)1/3 (see Ref.(ll]) 1f masses are different in the 
three crystallograph1c d1rectJOns. In sp1te of presumed large effects of mteraction, (1.12) 
gives a fa1r approximatiOn 
~YBCO 
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0 2 
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Fig.1 1 The maximum m the cntJca! temperature of a polaromc superconductor at 
intermediate values of the couplmg constant [10]. 
The discovery of the new superconductors by Bednorz and Muller (12] m 1986 led to re-
newed mterest m th1s model, sometimes called the Ogg-Schafroth model because of the early 
proposal (13] before the BCS theory Most of the expenmental work has been in the copper 
oxides, and 1t is generally believed that the earners are somewhat more complicated than a 
simple b1polaron Other matenals showmg high Tc are the cubic bismuth OXIdes and carbon-
metal compounds It is believed that these materials may be descnbed by a (b1)polaron 
model, but the experiment eVldence IS far less complete than for the copper oXIde matenals 
Cons1der first the substance La2_xSr xCuO 4 For x = 0 th1s IS an ant1ferromagnetic 
msu!ator, h1ghly amsotrop1c WJth Nee! temperature TN ~ 300K. On adding Sr, TN drops 
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very rapidly to zero at about x = 0 01, suggesting that each Sr atom adds a rather large 
defect Then as shown m F1g 2, there is a nonmetallic range that shows hoppmg conductiOn 
leadmg to a transition to a superconductmg state. Tc then nses to a maxJmum after wh1ch 
1t decreases to zero. 
400 
200 
Spm glass 
I 
.. 
TETRAGONAL 
Superconductor 
0 I 
Sr concentrahon,x 
It 1s sometimes stated that the behav10ur of a doped Mott msulator -that 1s an antlferro-
magnetic matenalm wh1ch the moments have value S = 1/2 1s an unsolved problem but 
th1s IS not considered to be the case for antJferromagnetic materials in general In matenals 
such as EuO doped w1th excess Eu, or Gd3_x V,S4 where V stands for a vacancy, the earners 
m the conduction band each form a spm polaron-sometJmes called a ferron; that 1s a group 
of moments onented ant1parallel to that of the earner, as illustrated m F1g 1 3 [15] Th1s 
entity, mtroduced mto phys1cs by de Gennes [16], has a mass mcreasmg exponentJally w1th 
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the number of moments that rt contams We shall assume that thrs remams so for a simple 
Mott msulator such as La2Cu04 , rf holes m the oxygen 2p band are mtroduced by dopmg 
wrth strontmm (these are thought to be hybndrsed wrth Cu3d?) 
r oxygen 2p hole 
1111 f copper 3q sp1ns 
(a) 
1 r 
11111111 
(b) 
Frg 13 (a)A spm polaron and (b)a brpolaron 
Matt thmks that hrs polarons must be of complex hybnd type. In the centre is a spm 
polaron, containmg perhaps srx moments, but m these hrghly drelectnc matenals, they wrll 
be surrounded by a polansed regwn Both wrll contnbute to the mass enhancement [17] 
Each strontmm atom contnbutes one of these, whrch IS localised by drsorder m the 
hoppmg regron, where they are already parred mto bosons [18, 19] There are therefore twrce 
as many srtes as earners, so the spm-glass regiOn rs a compensated semrconductor, localised 
m the Anderson sense by drsorder The transitiOn to metallic superconductmg behaviOur rs 
thus of Anderson (rather than Mott-Hubbard) type, for whrch there rs mdependent evrdence 
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from the specific heat [20] 
One can obtam mdependent evidence of this hybnd structure from the observed isotope 
effect, that IS the shift of Tc upon addmg a heavy isotope of oxygen In the polaron model this 
must occur through a change of mp m equation(! 9), which is only possible If the dielectric 
sheath occurs around the earners. It IS believed that the saturatiOn of Tc shown m F1g 1 2 
IS a result of overcrowding, of which the first effect should be there bemg no room for the 
nonoverlappmg b1polarons So the isotope effect IS expected to drop for overdopmg This is 
JUSt what IS observed, according to the results of Frank [21] and others Illustrated m F1g 1 4 
1 0 
OB to. 
to. 
0 
06 + to. 
0 *V' 
04 to. 
* C$ 
02 to. 
0 0 
·0 2 
-0 4 
00 05 1 0 1 5 20 
Tc (relative un1ts) 
Fig 1 4 The ISOtope effect (O)La2-xCaxCu04 , (!::,.)La2-xSrxCu04, (*)La2-xBaxCu04[22], 
(V')Yi-xPrxBa2Cu306 92[23], ( + )Y Ba2Cu4-xN~xOs[24], (D)B~16Pbo 4Ca2Sr2Cu3010[25] The-
oretical curve IS obtamed from [26] 
The model descnbed here predicts that the current above Tc IS earned by a non-degenerate 
gas of b1polaron each with charge q = 2e Consequently the contnbutwn made by the earners 
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to the thermal conductivity K will be, by the Wiedemann-Franz law, 
K=Lso-T (1 13) 
with the bosomc Lorentz number L B bemg a quarter of the value for fermwns Unfortunately, 
the contnbutwn from the phonons IS larger than that from the earners, but can be estimated 
by the value for non-conductmg specimens. The available evidence, also for T < Tc, IS 
discussed by Alexandrov and Mott [27] and strongly favours q = 2e. 
The correctness of a theory must be judged by the number of phenomena that It can 
explam Alexandrov et al [28] have discussed the infrared absorptiOn of YBCO A peak 
in the absorptiOn is observed, which IS mterpreted as excitation of the bipolaron. The 
frequency and width of the peak are the same above and below Tc, and the intensity drops 
with mcreasmg T This was mterpreted by Dewmg and Salje [29] (see also [31]) as bemg 
due to the presence of an excited tnplet state. This is shown also by a change m the slope 
of the resist!Vlty curve observed by Bucher et al [30], and explained by Mott [31] The 
broadenmg of the NMR hnes 1/TI is also caused by the tnplets, an assumptiOn that fits the 
temperature-dependence of 1/TI [32]. 
With the exceptwn of Y Ba2Cu30 7, all the copper oXIde superconductors are disordered: 
thus m La2_xSrxCu04 the strontmm atoms are on random Sites Just as m the well-known 
theory of doped sihcon, this random potential produces Anderson localisation, this time of 
the bosons. Mott [20] has pointed out that, with a random potential of the kmd used by 
Anderson, charged boson Will behave very hke fermions, their mutual repulswn preventing 
more than one (or another small number) being in any localised state. States will therefore 
be occupied up to a hmited value Ec, which behaves hke a Fermi energy. Only bosons with 
energ~es above this hmit can take part m conductiOn The density of states at the msulator-
metal transition could thus be as m Fig.1 5, Ec bemg the pseudo-Fermi energy and also the 
mobihty edge 
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/ Mob!lltV edge 
F1g 1.5 The dens1ty of states for partly locahsed b1polarons 
Alexandrov, Bratkovskl and Mott [33] deduce from th1s model that the number of free bosons 
above Tc WJII be proportwnal to T, and hence explain the behaviOur of the Hall coeffic1ent, 
wh1ch drops hnearly w1th mcreasmg T The p- T curve IS explamed by a t1me of relaxatwn 
proportional to T 2 caused by boson-boson colhswns, and w1th the number of mob1le bosons 
proportiOnal to T one finds p proportiOnal to T A res1dual resistance IS found 1f there are 
scatterers (hke zmc atoms) m the copper made planes 
The extens1ve measurements of spec1fic heat by Loram and eo-workers [34] show entropy 
at the trans1t10n less than nk8 ln2, the value of a non-mteractmg Bose gas of dens1ty n, th1s 
m our v1ew 1s because a h1gh proportwn of the earners 1s st1ll localised at Tc 
Angle-resolved photoem1ss1on (ARPES) enables a Fermi energy to be mapped, the result 
bemg s1m1lar to the band calculatwns The conclusiOn that the earners are fermwns IS 
cnt1c1sed by Mott et al to be false The1r explanatiOn IS Illustrated m F1g 1 6(a), wh1ch 
shows the dens1ty of states m doped semiconductors as 1t would be 1f the holes d1d not form 
bosons Electrons are exc1ted across the gap and a Fermi surface at E'p observed, but m fact 
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the holes in the shaded area drop down and form bosons, so that there are no states m the 
area. At E~ then, no excitatiOn IS poss1ble and the behavwur measured has no d1rect relat10n 
to the current A Similar expenment could be earned out for 81 B, where a pseudo-Fermi 
energy could be observed, the holes droppmg mto locahsed states produced by the B 10ns, 
F1g.l 6(b ). 
{b) 
N {E) 
{a) 
States used 1n 
form1ng bosons 
holes 
E' E F 
F1g.l 6 The density of states, showmg photoemiSSion 
Chapter 2 
The Frohlich Polaron 
2.1 Large and Small Polarons 
There are two hm1tmg apprmamatwns In the first, when the couplmg w1th phonons 
mcreases, the effective mass of the electron IS assumed to be so h1gh that the kinetic energy 
due to Its locahsatwn m the well IS neghgible Then the polaron radms Tp decreases and 
can be the order of the mtenomc d1stance This regime occurs when the charactenstlc 
potent1al energy Ep due to the local lattice deformatiOn 1s comparable or larger than the 
half bandwidth D The strong coupling regime w1th the dimens1onless couplmg constant 
(2 1) 
IS called a small polaron It IS expected to be the earners m high-Tc oxides, wh1ch are 
strongly polans1ble doped semiconductors w1th rather narrow electron bands [51] 
Large polaron 1s the other hm1t when the effective mass 1s not large The kmetlc energy 
of an electron confined m a sphere of radms Tp IS an essential feature In th1s reg1me 
,\<1 (2 2) 
The band structure and kmetlc properties are substantially d1fferent m the small polaron 
reg1me compared w1th the large polaron as was discussed by TJabhkov [47], Yamash1ta and 
Kurosawa[36], Sewell[37], Holstem[4], and by the Russ1an school Rashba[48], Klmger[49], and 
others 
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2.2 Frohlich Hamiltonian 
In microscopiC phys1cs and chemistry, matter 1s descnbed w1th the Ham1ltoman 
\72 e2 1 1 Z 2e2 1 \72 
H = - L, -• +-L, - Ze2 L, +- L, - L, - 1 (2.3) 
, 2m 2 •h lr,- r1 1 ,,1 lr,- R1 1 2 Jh' IR1 - R1,1 3 2M 
where r., R1 are coordmates of electrons and nucle1. Z 1s the number of protons m a nucleus, 
m, M are electron and nuclear mass respectively. And typically, e IS electronic charge 
It is qmte far-fetched to exactly solve the many-body Schrodinger equation WJth a 
strongly-mteracting Harmltonian hke (2 3) m coordinate representatiOn smce one has to 
deal w1th too many degrees of freedom (about the order of 1023 ) Even 1ts perturbatlve 
treatment 1s not possible m practice smce the Coulomb mteraction is strong 
There has been several attempts to s1mphfy th1s many-body Hamiltoman. One powerful 
method 1s to approach the ground state of the system by one electron picture It IS called 
local density apprmamatwn (LDA) The effect1ve one-body potential V(r) 1s mtroduced, i.e. 
(2.4) 
where /-Lxc(r) IS the exchange interaction, normally m the form of 
J.Lxc(r) = -/3 [n(r)]113 (2 5) 
with constant f3 Hohenberg and Kohn [53] proved that V(r) is a unique functwnal of the 
electron dens1ty n(r) = (1/>t(r)1/>(r)). The Hamiltonian in the second quantisatwn then takes 
the form 
H = He + Hph + He-ph + He-e (2.6) 
where 
(2.7) 
is the electron energy in a periodic crystal field V(r) = I:1 v(r -1), which 1s V(r) calculated 
WJth R 1 = 1 and the penod1c dens1ty n°(r + 1) = n°(r), the v1bratwn energy 1s 
Hph = L (-:~ + UJ · :l j dr n~V(r)) + ~ f= ufuf.Da,/3(1-1') (2 8) 
I 1,1 ,o:,{3 
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where a, /3 = x, y, z and 
(2.9) 
The electron-lattice v1bratwn mteractwn 1s 
He-ph= I:U1· :l j dr ('l/>1(r),Pl(r)- n°(r)) V(r) 
I 
+~ f= ufu~ 8/~;1,~ j dr ( ,pl(r),P(r)- n°(r)) V(r) 1,1 ,o:,/3 (2 10) 
And the electron-electron correlatwn IS 
He-e = j drdr' ( 2lr e~ r'l [,pl(r'),P(r')- n°(r')]- !lxc(r)o(r- r')) ,pl(r),P(r) 
Z 2e2 1 e2 J I n°(r') 
+-2-~ ll-1'1 - 2 drdr lr- r'l ,pt,p(r). (2.11) 
All those mtegrals also mclude summatwn of spm coordmates In case the magnetic mter-
actwn IS not neghg~ble the spm polansed LDA can be apphed [54] 
The v1bratwn Ham1ltoman Hph IS m a quadratiC form and can be d1agonahsed by a hnear 
canomcal transformatiOn for the displacement operators 
1) + h c (2 12) 
8 "' JMwq.v ( ) OUI = ~ eq,v 2N dq,vexp 2q · I - h c (2 13) 
where q IS a phonon momentum, dq,v IS a phonon anmh1latwn operator, eq,v IS a umt vector, 
and Wq IS a phonon frequency SubstJtutmg (2 12,2 13) mto Hph g1ves 
Hph = LWq,v(d~,vdq,v + 1/2) (2 14) 
q,v 
The penod1c part of the Ham1ltoman 1s diagonal m the Bloch representatiOn 
'1/>(r) = L </>k,n,s(r)ck,n,s, (2 15) 
k,n,s 
where ck,n,s IS a fermwmc anmh1latwn operator, cPk,n,s(r) IS a Bloch functiOn w1th the mo-
mentum k m the Bnlloum zone, band mdex n and spm s 
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Substituting (2 15) mto the Ham1ltoman, we finally obtam 
H = Ho + He-ph + He-e. (2.16) 
where 
(2 17) 
k,n,s q,v 
represents mdependent Bloch electron and phonons, ~k,n,s = Ek,n,s - p, IS the band energy 
spectrum 
The electron-phonon mteract10n term can be wntten as 
1 ~ t He-ph = -/2N ~, 'Yn,n'( q, k, v)wq,vCk,n,sck-q,n',sdq,v + h c 
k,q,n,n ,v,s 
(2 18) 
w1th a d1mens10nless matnx element 
'Yn,n'(q,k,v) = V:: 3 J dr(eq,v 'Vv(r))<Pk,n,s(r)c;Dk-q,n's(r) 
wq,v 
(2 19) 
Low energy phys1cs IS often descnbed w1thin a smgle band apprmamatwn WJth the matnx 
element ')' dependmg only on the momentum transfer q If 
'Yn,n' ( q, k, V) = !'( q) (2 20) 
we call 1t the Frohhch mteract10n Terms of He-ph quadratic and h1gher orders m phonon 
operators are small They play a role only for those phonons wh1ch are not coupled w1th 
electrons by the lmear mteract10n, 1 e when I' = 0 in (2 18) The correlatiOn energy of a 
homogeneous electron system is written as 
(2 21) 
where V.,( q) IS a matnx element of the Coulomb mteract10n, wh1ch 1s zero for q = 0 because 
of electroneutrahty and 
p~ = 2:= cLck+q,s (2 22) 
k,s 
IS the dens1ty fluctuatiOn operator For doped semiconductors and amorphous metals a 
random potent1al should be mcluded m Ho 
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The polar couplmg between electrons and optical phonons can be very large m wmc 
crystals. The form of the Ham1ltoman has been denved often,e g Frohhch [3], or Evrard 
[55]. In crystals some of the atoms are positively charged, wh1le others are negatively charged 
An optical phonon has the d1fferent ions m the crystal vibrating out of phase When the 
plus and mmus IOns oscillate in the oppos1te d1rectwns, they set up a polar1satwn field. The 
polansation causes an electric field which scatters the electrons The electnc field IS the 
source of polar couplmg The polar couplmg 1s only to 10 (longitudinal opt1cal) phonons 
[56] because only the 10 phonons set up strong electnc fields when they VIbrate 
The Frohhch Ham1ltonian descnbes the mteractwn between a smgle electron m a sohd and 
longitudmal optical phonons [57] The 10 phonons are usually represented by an Emstem 
model,i e the phonon frequency Wq IS taken to be a constant The same results are obtamed 
for any fermion or boson in the solid, such as holes, positrons,etc as long as they are free 
to move. The phonon modes are assumed to be unaffected by one electron or one hole in 
the sohd. These are the assumptiOns of Frohhch polaron problem Th1s was an Important 
problem in Mathematical physics durmg the 1950's. Various mathematical techmques were 
tried out on this problem [58], but it was most accurately solved by Feynman [59]. The 
Frohhch Harmltonian, as descnbed earlier, can be wntten in standard form as 
(2 23) 
where we cons1der 1(q) ex 1/lqlthroughout this work. 
2.3 Tight-binding Approximation 
For narrow band sermconductors and metals 1t IS convenient to replace the Bloch states 
for the Wannier states [86] With the canomcal transformation of electron operators 
(2 24) 
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where t = (m, n, s) m eludes both site, band and spm quantum numbers The Wannier wave 
functwn, corresponding to the one-particle state t IS given by the lmear combmation of the 
Blocl! states 
w (r) = _1_"'e-•krm..l.. (r) ~ V'N ~ V'k,n,s 
In the new representation, the penod1c Hanultonian He is wntten as 
with the bare hopping mtegral 
•,J 
t(m) = ~ "'E e•k rm N L.J k,n 
k 
(2 25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
where t = (m,n,s),J = (n,n',s') The Idea behind the tight-binding apprmamatwn IS to 
fit numencally calculated bands by usmg a fimte number of the hopping mtegral Many 
electromc structures, m particular perovskite ones, can be fitted with only nearest ne1ghbor 
matriX elements between s,pand d-hke orbitals [60] In general, the atom1c-hke Wanmer 
orbital, Eq.2 25 can provide a very good descnption already m the tlght-bmdmg nearest-
neighbor approximation. 
The electron-phonon interaction energy has a simple form in the Wannier representatiOn 
(1f the correspondmg matnx elements depend on the momentum transfer only) 
He-ph= LWqn, (u,(q)dq + h c.) 
q,t 
with the matriX element of the electron-phonon interaction 
1 
u,(q) = v'2JV'Y(q)e•qrm. 
For the two-body mteractwn, we obtam 
He-e = .!. L V:,(m- n)n,n3 
2 t,J 
where the Coulomb mteractwn 
1 V:,(m)= NLY;,(q)e•qrm. 
q 
As a result the Hanultoman for semiconductors and narrow-band metals IS given by 
(2 28) 
(2.29) 
(2 30) 
(2 31) 
H = Lt(m-n)8s,s'c;c3+ LWqn, (u,(q)dq + h c)+ LWq(d~dq+1/2)+~ LVc(m- n)n,n3 
~ ~ q ~ 
(2 32) 
Chapter 3 
Canonical Transformation 
3.1 Lang-Firsov Transformation 
In the last sect10n of prev10us chapter, the polaron Haimltoman IS obtamed via ttght-
bmdmg approXImation However, the second term that represents electron-phonon mtertac-
tlon IS not m an easrly manageable form yet The phonon operator dq rs drrectly coupled to 
electron operator n,(or c;c,) Some powerful techmque IS therefore needed to simplify this 
Hamiltoman 
A canomcal transformation can be written as 
JN) = exp(S)JN), (3 1) 
where JN) IS a smgle-polaron wave function, JN) IS Its transformed ket It also satisfies 
Schrodmger equat10n 
HJN) = EJN) (3 2) 
provided that the Hamiltoman has changed to 
H = exp(S)Hexp(-S) (3 3) 
If all operators are transformed hke this, the physical average especially energy remams 
unchanged 
Followmg Lang and Firsov[61), one can apply the canomcal transformation wrth 
s =- L:;n, (u,(q)dq- h c) (3 4) 
q,t 
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In sec (3.2) 1t 1s proved that the phonon operator 1s transformed as 
(3 5) 
and m sec.(3 3) electron operator 1s transformed as 
(3.6) 
As a result, the total transformed Ham1ltoman takes the form 
if= 2>,1c!c1 - Epi;n, + I;wq (d~dq + 1/2), (3.7) 
t,J q 
where 
8-,,1 = t(m- n)o,,,.exp ( ~[u,(q)- u1 (q)]dq- h.c.) (3.8) 
IS the new hopping integral dependmg on the phonon variables. Here~= (m,s),J = (n,s'). 
3.2 Transformed Phonon Operator 
According to the Baker-Hausdorff theorem in Appendix A, the transformed phonon 
operator dq can be expanded as 
(3.9) 
where S is from Eq (3 4) Substitutmg S mto the first order commutator, we obtain 
(3 10) 
The second and h1gher-order commutators vamsh since the phonon operator already disap-
pears in the first order, namely 
(3 11) 
and so on. Accordmgly we get (3.5) as the final result. 
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3.3 Transformed electron Operator 
S1m1larly, the electron anmhilatwn operator is transformed accordmg to the same rule 
c, = c; - [c;, SJ + ~! [[c;, Sj, SJ - (3 12) 
For the sake of brev1ty, we rewnte 
(3.13) 
where 
(3.14) 
W1th th1s m mmd, the first-order commutator 1S 
[c;, SJ =-I: [c., n1] ak',J (3 15) 
k',J 
Accordmg to fermwmc ant1commutatwn relatwn, 
(3 16) 
we eas!ly obtam 
(3.17) 
It follows that Eq (3 15) IS reduced to 
[c;, SJ = -I: c;ak',• (3 18) 
k' 
The second-order commutator has two parts, 1 e 
[[c;, SJ, Sj =I: c,n1 I;[ak,., ak•,1] +I: c;ak,,ak',•· (3 19) 
J k,k' k,k' 
Cons1der Lk,k' [ak,., ak',J], upon subst1tutmg ak,• and carrying out the commutator through 
phonon operators and 1ts herm1t1an conJugate, we arnve at 
(3 20) 
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W1th the assumptiOn that 1( -q) = ±1( q), the argument m the k summatwn obvwusly 1s 
an odd function. it therefore vanishes, 1.e 
(3 21) 
Therefore (3 19) becomes 
[[c,, S], S] =c. ( ~ ak,•) 2, (3.22) 
and so on In general, 
c.= c. +c.~ak.• + ~ (~ak,.r + ~ (~ak.J + ... (3.23) 
or eqmvalently 
(3.24) 
Hence Eq (3 6) is already proved By th1s, we also have transformed number operator ii, = 
c; c, in the form 
ii, = c!c.exp(X)exp( -X). (3 25) 
And by virtue of Weyl1dentJty 
(3 26) 
wh1ch IS true only if [A,B] commutes w1th A and B, 1t follows that 
ii, = c!c. = n,. (3 27) 
The canomcal transformatiOn conserves the number operator 
3.4 'fransformed Hamiltonian 
The Hamiltonian (2 32) m the transformed form reads 
fl = L (T(m- n)os,s•) c!c1+ LWkii, (u,(k)dk + h c)+~ fv.,(m- n)ii,ii1+ LWk ( dLdd D. 
t,J k,t t,J k 
(3 28) 
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Because the Ham1ltoman IS somewhat lengthy, we cons1der 1t m 4 separate terms 
(3 29) 
W1th the a1d of (3 26), the first term giVes 
H1 = l::T(m- n)os,s'c;c3 exp (2::: ((u3 (k)- u,(k)) dk- h.c.)) exp (~ L ( u,(k)u;(k)- h c)) 
t,J k k 
(3 30) 
In the same way, 
(3 31) 
k,• k;t,J 
The th1rd term, by vJrtue of Eq (3 27), remams unchanged, 1 e 
1 •h 1 •h 
2 ~V,( m- n)ii,ii3 = 2 ~V,( m- n)n,n3 • (3 32) 
And the final term may be written as 
(3 33) 
Combmmg every term, the total transformed Ham1ltoman becomes 
(3 34) 
where 
a,3 = T(m- n)o,,.,exp ( ~ dk (u1(k)- u,(k))- h c) exp G ~( u,(k)u;(k)- h c)) 
(3 35) 
and 
(3 36) 
1s the polaron bmdmg energy This term can be absorbed mto the hoppmg term And 
v,3 = V,(m- n)- 2 l::wqu,(q)u;(q) (3 37) 
q 
IS the new two-body mteractwn matnx element 
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Applymg Weyl1dent1ty (Appendix B) agam to the exponential operator in il1, we have 
H- _ "'T ctc eEkcu,-u,J•<{eEk<u,-u,Jdke-~ Ekou,-u,l'le~ Ekcu,u;-u;u,J 1 - ~ lJ t J 
'·1 
which can be s1mphfied as 
(3 38) 
il1 = L r,1ct c1 el:k(u,-u,)•dkel:k(u,-u,)dke-~ l:k(lu,l 2+lu,l2 -2u;u,) (3 39) 
l,J 
The QMC result [62] allows us to average the hopping term w1th respect to phonon ground 
state, no matter what the value of the Frohhch mteract10n IS. Due to the fact that 
(3 40) 
th1s y1elds 
a( m- n) = (OID-,1 10) = T(m- n)o,,,exp[-g2(m- n)] (3 41) 
where 
1 
l(m- n)] = 2 L (lu,(q)l 2 + lu1 (q)l 2 - 2u;(q)u,(q)) 
q 
(3 42) 
The Ham1ltoman then s1mply reads 
1 •h 
il = L:T(m- n)e-g'(m-n)ctc1 + L:wq (d~dq + 1/2) + 2 L v,1c;cJc,c1 
'J q •J 
(3 43) 
Now T(m- n)e-g'(m-n) becomes the renormahsed hoppmg mtegral We rename 1t as t,1 
The last term m Eq (3 43) represents polaron-polaron mteract10n Th1s interactiOn has 
been stud1ed m details m Ref [63] The summary 1s that the range of the deformatiOn 
surroundmg (Frohhch) polarons IS qmte large so the polaron deformatiOn fields overlap at 
fimte dens1ty After takmg into account both the long-range attractiOn of polarons owmg 
to the1r lattice deformatiOns and the d1rect Coulomb repulsiOn, 1t 1s found that the res1dual 
long-range mteract10n IS repuls1ve and rather weak Consequently, we may om1t the two-
body mteract10n term m the Ham1ltoman and mvestlgate first the non-mteractmg polaron 
The effect of mteractmg polaron w!ll be included m the mverse-hfetlme parameter later in 
final chapter 
The non-mteractmg Ham1ltoman s1mply reads 
il = L:t,1c;c1 + l:wq (4dq + 1/2). (3 44) 
t,J q 
Chapter 4 
Polaronic Green's Function 
4.1 Definitions 
Green's functiOns were originally mtroduced to solve differential equations and lmk them 
to the correspondmg mtegral equatiOns Later on, the1r apphcations became remarkably 
broad m theoretical phys1cs. Nowadays Green's function becomes a very powerful tool in 
many-body theory. 
Many-body calculatiOns are often done for model systems at zero temperature Even 
though real expenmental systems are never at zero temperature, many quantities are not very 
sensitive to temperature, especially at low temperature. Thus, zero-temperature calculations 
are somehow useful even for descnbmg real systems At least, 1t descnbes the ground 
state of an interacting system Throughout this research, we shall rely on zero-temperature 
calculatwn. 
Regarded as a descnptwn of time development of a system, Green's functwn can be 
general1sed to apply to interactmg system m a very natural way We use the occupatiOn 
number representatiOn and suppose that the ground state is descnbed by JO}. If at time 
t = 0 we add a particle With quantum number v the system is described Immediately 
after this addition by ctJO}, where et 1s the creatiOn operator for the state Jv}. Now the 
development of the system proceeds accordmg to e-11'l'ctJO}. However, v is not usually an 
e1genstate of fi, the particle m the state v gets scattered, sh1fted m energy during the t1me 
mterval t- t'. Thus when we measure at a later time to see how much amplitude 1s left 
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m the state v, the measurement prov1des mformation about the system. If we reqmre the 
probability amplitude for the persistence of the added part1cle in the prec1se quantum state 
v, we must take the scalar product of e-.J!t ID) w1th the function descnbmg the ground state 
plus a part1cle added m a state v at t1me t. At th1s time, the ground state 1s descnbed by 
e-•HtiD), and 1mmedmtely after the add1tion of the particle IS descnbed by cte-•HtiD). This 
1s the 1dea behmd the followmg defimt10n of the smgle-part1cle Green's funct10n 
G(v, v', t- t') = -z(DI7t[cv(t)ct,(t')JID) ( 4 1) 
where we have mcluded off-dmgonal elements in the defimt10n. 7t IS an operator wh1ch orders 
earlier t1mes to the nght and at the same t1me multiplies that on wh1ch 1t operates by (-1)P, 
where p 1s the number of exchanges of Fermion operators needed to accomplish the desired 
ordermg The quantum number v can be anythmg dependmg on the problem of mterest 
Usually, 1t 1s ass1gned to be quantum numbers of electron gas, 1 e v = (k, l7) representmg 
both momentum and spm Desp1te the defimt10n (4 1), m the absence of ferromagnetism or 
external magnetic field, Green's functiOn must have the form [64] 
G(v, v', t- t') = Ov,v' G(v, v', t- t') (4 2) 
so that from now on we cons1der only G(v, t- t') 
4.2 Bloch-electron Green's Function 
Green's funct10n vanes accordmg to the system The most relavant type 1s degenerate 
electron gas Green's funct10n In th1s s1tuat10n the electrons are m a Fermi surface at zero 
temperature A standard example 1s a Simple metal The system has a chem1cal potentml 
J.L, and all electron states w1th energy not greater then J.L are occup1ed. If the unperturbed 
electrons are charactensed by an energy Ek the ground state ID) has all states Ek :::; J.L filled 
and Ek > J.L empty 
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The total Green's functiOn of smgle Bloch electron may be wntten as the summatiOn of 
retarded and advanced Green's functwns 
G(k, t) = - ~e(t)(O!ck(t)cL!O) + ~ 11( -t)(O!cLck(t)!O) (4 3) 
Gn 
Due to the fact that IO) IS the e1genfunctwn of the Ham1ltoman, and that 
(4 4) 
w1th the notatiOn 
A= A(O), ( 4 5) 
we arnve at 
(4 6) 
and 
(4 7) 
The Green's functwn of energy IS defined by takmg Founer transform of this Green's functwn 
with respect to the t1me vanable 
G(k,w) = ;_: G(k,t)e'w1dt (4 8) 
Subst1tutmg Eq ( 4 3) mto the above equation, we get 
(4 9) 
Gn(k,w) 
SubstJtutmg (4 3) mto (4 9), we obtam 
(4 10) 
Usmg the fact that 
100 • 1 e'A1dt = . , o -z(A + u)) (4.11) 
and 
(4 12) 
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where A is any operator and 8 ---t +0, th1s g~ves 
and 
GA(k,w) = (nk- 11 O(kp.- k) Ink -1} 
w-H+~o 
where lk} represents the smgle--particle e1genstate of fi so that 
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(4 13) 
( 4.14) 
(4.15) 
It is conventional to measure the electron's energy relative to the chemical potential Namely, 
Therefore the result IS 
~k = tk- f..£· 
Gn(k,w) = O(k- kp) 
w- ~k + ~8 
GA(k,w) = O(kp- k) 
w- ~k- ~8 
where O(x- x') is the heavys1de step function, i.e 
( , { 1 ;x>x' e x-x) = 
0 ;x < x' 
(4 16) 
(4.17) 
(4 18) 
(4.19) 
The total Green's functiOn of energy has two contributions from retarded and advanced GF 
and can furthermore be wntten m the compact form as 
where 
1 G(k,w) = -------
w - ~k + zo sgn(k- kp) 
{
+1 
sgn(x- x') = 
-1 
·x > x' 
' 
;x < x' 
(4.20) 
( 4.21) 
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4.3 Convolution of Green's functions 
Cons1der the retarded Green's functiOn 
(4 22) 
After Lang-F1rsov transformatiOn, IO) -t ID) (here the tilde notatiOn represents the trans-
formed e1genstate) the smgle-polaron Green's functiOn of energy expressed vm creatiOn and 
anmh1lat10n operators m the s1te-representat10n becomes 
GR(k,w) = -z I: f'X> (Dieo(t)c~(O)e-•(kn-wt)ID)dt 
n Jo (4 23) 
where ID) IS the ground-state e1genket of if The prev10us equatiOn may be wntten m the 
form 
(4 24) 
where 
(4 25) 
IS the electromc part of Polaron Green's functiOn, and 
(4 26) 
is the mult1phonon correlation funct10n, w1th 
(4 27) 
as the free polaron Ham1ltoman, and 
(4 28) 
as the free phonon Ham1ltoman, where 
Xn = exp ( ~(u,(q)dq- h c)) (4 29) 
N ate that the total Ham1ltoman 1s ( apprmamately) the sum of free polaron part and free 
phonon part, 1 e 
(4 30) 
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The approximatiOn neglects the res1dual polaron-phonon interactiOn, which gives small 
correctiOns to the polaron bandwidth and to the polaronic level shift of the order of 1/A (see 
Ref [51] sectiOn 4 3). These correctwns rmght be mcluded m the defimtwn of the polaromc 
level shift and bandwidth. The polaromc Green's functwn calculated below becomes exact 
m the hm1t A -+ oo For finite A the role of correctwns mcreases w1th the frequency. Hence, 
they might be important in the observatiOn of those sum rules for Green's functwn, which 
depend on the bandWidth. 
Eq (4 25) can be wntten, accordmg to the convolution theorem, as 
1 loo Gn(k,w) = :~::::e-•kn-2 dw'Gp(w')O'ph(w-w') n 7r -oo (4 31) 
where 
O'ph(n, w) = ;_: e""10'ph(n, t)dt (4 32) 
IS the Founer transform of phonon correlatiOn function. In the same way, 
(4 33) 
IS the electronic polaron Green's function of energy. 
4.4 Phonon Correlation Function 
Smce the phonon ground state, IO)ph, 1s an e1genstate of the free phonon Ham1ltoman 
Hph, i e 
(4 34) 
Eq ( 4.26) can then be wntten as 
(4 35) 
Subst1tutmg Xn from ( 4.29) mto the above equation, we obtam 
O'ph(n, t) = IT (Oie"o(q)dq-uo(qJdte-•H"'teu;(q')d~,-u,(q')d•' ID). (4.36) 
q,q' 
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By vrrtue of Weylrdentrty (see Appendrx B) and the property that 
where x rs a non-operator, we arnve at 
O"ph(n, t) = IT e-~luo(q)/ 2 e-~lu,(q')l 2 (O!euo(q)dqe-•Hphteu;(q')d~, IO) 
q,q' 
By expandmg exponential operator m senes and employmg the relatiOn 
we get 
Lrkewise, 
oo ul 
(Oieuodq = L _o (nq = Zl 
1=0 v7T 
Together wrth the orthonormahty of phonon state function 
(nq = llnq = l') = ol,l', 
rt follows that 
oo ( ')I 
O"ph(n, t) =IT e-~luo(q)l' e-Hu,(q)l' L Uol~J e-•lwqt 
q 1=0 
The above equatiOn can, however, be wntten m exponential form, 1 e 
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(4 37) 
(4 38) 
(4 39) 
(4 40) 
(4 41) 
(4 42) 
(4 43) 
(4 44) 
For the sake of analytrcal transparency, m the followmg we consrder the dispers10nless 
phonons, 1 e w( q) = w0• The Founer transform of phonon correlatiOn functiOn then becomes 
less complicated to analyse Thrs yields 
oo (I:: lmlfe-•q n)l 
O"ph(n,w) = e-I::ql~(q)I'/2NL q 2NI loo e•t(w-wol)dt 
1=0 l. -oo 
After performmg the mtegratiOn, the result IS 
( 
l~ln\12 )I oo I:: !l:&Le-•q n 
(l (n w) = 21l'e- Lql~(q)I'/2N"' q 2N o(w- w l) ph ' ~ l' 0 ' 
1=0 
(4 45) 
(4 46) 
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where we have used an mtegral representatiOn of D1rac delta funct10n· 
( 4.47) 
4.5 Multi-Phonon Contributions 
We now proceed to evaluate the convolut10n mtegral by subst1tutmg Gp(n,w) and 
aph(n,w) mto Eq (4 31), we get 
( 00 [ o(w- w'- wol) ] 
J -oo dw' (w' - ~(k') + zo) (4 48) 
Hence, ( 4 48) becomes 
- L: l-y(q)I2/2N oo (2:: 11.C<l2fe-•q n) 1 
G (k ) - e q "' •(k'-k) n"' q 2N ( 4 9) 
R ,w- N ~e ::0l'(w-~(k')-wol+zo) 4 
where o --t +0 Eq (4 49) is obv10usly m the form of perturbatlve senes run by mdex l due 
to contnbut10ns from l phonons 
For l = 0, we have 
(0) - Li 
GR (k,w)- (w-~(k) +zo)' (4 50) 
where the quantity 
(4 51) 
has been defined Here the renormahsed polaron band d1spers10n JS given by 
~(k) = L t(m)e-g'(m)exp( -zk m)- p. (4 52) 
m 
where we have used the renormahsed hopping mtegral 
t(m- n) = T(m- n)e-g'(m-n) (4 53) 
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where 
1 
l(m) = 2N Lit'( q) 12 [1 -cos( q ·m)], q (4 54) 
which is ob tamed from subst1tutmg u,( q) = Jk!( q)e•q m mto Eq (6 163) and together With 
the property of odd functiOn 
L::sw(q ·m)= 0 
q 
To relate the new dtsperswn to the bare one, we can rewnte Eq ( 4 52) m the form 
~(k) = Z' E(k) - p, 
where p, 1s the chemical potenttal and 
E(k) = L::T(m)exp( -zk m) 
m 
1s the bare dtsperswn m the ngtd lattice The mass renormahsatwn exponent· 
Z' = Lm T(m)e-g'(mlexp( -zk ·m) 
Lm T(m)exp( -zk ·m) 
w1ll be dtscussed further m the next sectton. 
(4 55) 
(4 56) 
(4 57) 
(4 58) 
We see that 1f only first term of the senes of Gn(k,w) 1s constdered, there 1s no phonon 
mvolved In th1s case the sttuatwn 1s almost tdentlcal to that m normal metal except the 
factor Z that contams electron-phonon mteractwn 1( q) 
In case of l = 1, Eq ( 4 49) g1ves 
diJ(k ) z "' ll'(q)i2 
R ,w =2N~(w-w0 -~(k+q)+zo) (4 59) 
and so on Generally speakmg, Frohhch polaron Green's functiOn IS the summatiOn of all 
contnbutwns, i e 
00 
Gn(k, w) = 2: cW(k, w) (4 60) 
1~0 
where a term wtth an mdex l, expressed as 
corresponds to a transttlon from the tmtlal state k of the polaron band to the final state 
k + q 1 + + q1 With the emtsswn of l opttcal phonons 
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4.6 Mass Renormalisation Exponent 
In th1s sectwn we analyse mass renormahsatwn m a b1t more deta1l. In most practical 
cases only nearest ne1ghbour hoppmg m 1 d1mension is cons1dered Eq ( 4 58) becomes 
(4.62) 
Beanng m mmd that for non-d1spers1ve phonon Ep = 2~ Lq lf(q)l2w, Eq (4 62) may be 
wntten as 
(4 63) 
where the numencal coeffic1ent 
(4 64) 
q q 
m1ght be as small as 0 4 [62], and even smaller m cuprates w1th nearest-neighbour oxygen 
d1stance less than the latt1ce constant;y "" 0 2[66, 67] Here from now on, the calculatiOn 
w11l be based on 'Y( q) = 'Yo/lql where 'Yo IS the constant of proporhonahty 
4.6.1 Cubic Unit-cell with Hopping in x-direction 
If we let a, b, c be the length of the umt cell m x, y, z d1rectwn respectively, m th1s case 
we have 
a=b=c (4 65) 
and 
(4 66) 
Cons1der 
(4 67) 
In the same way, we have 
2 8!5V 7r lnllal!ol cos( 1rX) Llf(q)l cos(qxa) = (2 )3 2 2 2 dxdydz q 1ra o o o x + y + z (4 68) 
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By numencal mtegratwn, 
and 
The result therefore IS 
!o l!ol!ol 1 2 2 2 dxdydz=1919 o o o x +y +z 
{
1 
{
1 
{
1 
cos( 1rx) dx dy dz = 0 826. 
Jo Jo Jo x2 + y2 + z2 
0 826 /r(culnc) = 1- 1 919 = 0 57 
4.6.2 Cuprate with Hopping in x-direction 
For cuprate umt cell 
a= b '?! c/3 
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(4 69) 
(4 70) 
(4 71) 
(4 72) 
The procedure IS almost exactly 1dent1cal to prevwus case except that now the mtegral over 
z vanable 1s from 0 to 1/3. As usual, numerical mtegratwn g1ves 
and 
Therefore, 
i lilil/3 1 2 2 2 dxdydz = 1.164 o o o x +y +z 
lollollol/3 cos( 7rX) 2 2 2 dxdydz = 0 653 o o o x +y +z 
0 653 
r:(cuprate) = 1- 1 164 = 0 44 
4.6.3 Cuprate with Hopping in z-direction 
The only difference of th1s case from the prevwus one IS that 
q m = qzc = 3qza 
St1ll, by numerical integratiOn, 
Hence, m th1s case we get 
lollollol/3 cos(37rz) -2 2 2dxdydz- 0 304 o o o x +y +z 
- 0 304 
,;(cuprate) = 1- -- = 0 74 
1164 
(4 73) 
( 4. 74) 
(4 75) 
(4 76) 
(4 77) 
(4 78) 
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4.7 Finite-Temperature Green's Functions 
Although It IS normally simpler to do zero-temperature calculatiOns from the begmmng 
and this work concerns only zero-temperature Green's functiOn, It IS somehow worthy to 
mention fimte-temperature method concisely m a fundamentally Illustrative way 
The fimte temperature treatment was ong~nated by Matsubara [68] Temperature IS the 
mam keypomt in this formalism. When we define Green's functiOn, we must average all 
possible configiiratwns of the system. The thermal average of any operator A IS defined by 
A = Tr [ e-f'I(H -~<N) A.] 
( )- Tr(e-f'I(H-~<N))' (4 79) 
where the Hanultonian is now replaced by H -11N, the grand canonical Hamiltonian. The 
trace of any operator IS the summatiOn over complete set of states: 
Tr A = ~]niAin) (4 80) 
n 
Green's functiOn at fimte temperature IS defined as 
( 4 81) 
where Tr IS aT ordering operator, which arranges operator with earliest T (closest to -{3) to 
the right The Ham1ltoman now appears both m the tJme-varymg operator with exp(±zHt) 
and m the factor exp( -f3H) To manage these, Matsubara treats time as a complex temper-
ature T1me becomes a complex quantity which IS usually called T, where T = zt. Green's 
functiOns are functions of T w1thm domam -/3 :::; T :::; j3 We now pay attention on the 
Simplest case of free-Fermiomc Green's functiOn Accordmg to a detailed analysis [69], It IS 
shown that 
-/3 < T < 0. (4 82) 
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Therefore the Green's function can be expanded in a Fourier senes of the form 
where 
g(p,~wn) = t drg(p,r)e'wnT 
1 g(p, r) = iJ ~;:e-•wnTg(p, ~wn), 
_ (2n + 1)71' 
Wn = {3 
42 
(4 83) 
(4 84) 
IS an odd multiple of 7l' / f3 for Fermions The free-Fermion Ham1ltoman 1s expressed as 
Hence, 
H- J.LN = l::(Ep- p)c~cp = L~Pc~cP 
p p 
We cons1der 
w1th the a1d of Baker-Hausdorff theorem (Appendix A), we obtam 
In the same way, 
Thus the Green's functiOn 1s 
where 
gCol(p, r) = -11(r)e-(pT (cpc~) + 11( -r)e-(pT (cpc~) 
= -e-(pT[11(r)- nF(~p)] 
nF(~p) = (c~cp) 
1 
From Eq (4 83), we have Green's functiOn of frequency as 
(4 85) 
(4 86) 
(4 87) 
(4 88) 
(4 89) 
(4 90) 
(4 91) 
(4 92) 
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However Eq (4 84) 1mphes that 
which s1mphfies Eq ( 4 92) to 
And Eq ( 4 91) reveals that 
ef3""· = -1, 
1 
1 - n F = ---c:;;-----::-
ef3<P+1 
We therefore obtam fimte-temperature free-Fermion Green's functiOn as 
43 
(4 93) 
(4 94) 
( 4.95) 
(4 96) 
In practice, Matsubara Green's functions are functiOns of the complex frequencies Wn m 
the form such as f(zwn) The reductiOn from fimte- to zero-temperature Green's functiOn 
can be done by replacmg zwn with w+zo everywhere m f(zwn) This Simple procedure yields 
retarded functiOn, which IS what we want for the physically measurable quantities An-
other remarkable feature IS that Eq (4 61) can also be denved from the polaronic Matsubara 
Green's functiOn [70] 
However, the Matsubara method IS unsmtable for noneqmhbnum since there IS no ther-
modynamic basis for temperature for a system out of eqmhbnum The entire Matsubara 
method IS based upon temperature. To deal w1th that, we have to rely on more-advanced 
techmque m non-eqmhbnum statistical mechamcs 
Chapter 5 
Spectral Functions 
5.1 Spectral Density and Green's Function 
The total density of states of any system 1s defined as 
D(E) = L;o(E- En)· (5.1) 
n 
Accordmg to this, 1t IS easily seen that the mtegral J D(E)dE m any energy mterval repre-
sents the number of states of the system therem 
The density of states projected on any state of interest lP) IS defined as 
A(p, E) = L I (pl?,bn) I28(E- En)· (5.2) 
n 
The retarded Green's functiOn of the operator fi 1s defined as 
(5.3) 
where 'f} IS a positive infinitesimal number By inserting umt operator 1 = I:n 11/>n) ( 1/>n I, we 
have 
Gn(E + 2'TJ) = (pi L 11/>n) (1/>nl .1 , lP) 
n E+t'f}-H 
= ~ l(pl1/>nW E + z~- En 
Employmg the relation (here 'TJ--* +0, and \S(Z) means imaginary part of Z) 
1 \5( ) = -1r8(x) 
x+t'TJ 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
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we obtam 
1 A(p,E) = --~Gn(E). 
7r 
(56) 
In case p represents the momentum state k, the spectral density functiOn or spectral 
functiOn 
1 A(k,w) = --~Gn(k,w) (5.7) 
7r 
represents the probability of findmg the particle of momentum k with energy w From 
Eq (5.2) It can be easily proved that 
.L;A(k,w) = D(w). (5.8) 
k 
Substitutmg Eq ( 4.49) into Eq (57) yields 
A(k,w) = .L;A1(k,w), (5.9) 
l 
where 
In this work, 
b(q)l2 DC (q; + :~ + q;) (5.11) 
In case of l = 0, the zeroth-order perturbation gives 
Ao(k, w) DC Z 8(w- ~(k)) (5 12) 
This shows spectral density m the form of Dirac Delta functiOn without any phonon contri-
butiOn involved Next, the first-order perturbatiOn IS considered. When l = 1 we have, from 
Eq (5.10), 
A (k ) ~ 8 (w- wo- ~(k + q)) I ,W DC~ lql2 • (5 13) 
Convertmg summatiOn mto mtegral, i.e. Lq ---+ (2~)3 J8 z d3q ( V is the overall volume of 
the material) we obtam the first-order spectral functiOn as 
A (k ) !, d3 8(w-wo-~(k+q)) I ,w DC q I 12 . BZ q (5 14) 
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5.2 Tight-Binding Energy Dispersion 
There IS an apprmamat10n to the llm1t m wh1ch the valence electrons are bound tightly 
enough to the VICimty of the1r parent wns so that all knowledge of the1r ongm 1s not lost 
Th1s is called the tJght-bmdmg apprmamatwn. 
Cons1der a one-dimensiOnal crystal, made up by identical atoms centred m the latt1ce 
pos1t10n ln = na For each atom we focus our attentwn on a g1ven local orb1tal I<Pa) of 
energy Ea For s1mphc1ty, the atom1c orb1tal I<Pa) IS assumed to be non-degenerate Crystal 
wavefunctwns may be formed usmg as bas1s set theN orb1tal functiOns <Pa(x -ln) centred m 
the N atom1c s1te ln It 1s convcment to represent the crystal Ham1ltoman fl on the localised 
functwns { <Pa(x- ln)} Because of translatiOnal symmetry, the d1agonal matnx elements of 
fl on atom1c orb1tals are equal So are the hopping mtegrals between nearest ne1ghbour 
orb1tals We have 
(5 15) 
and 
(5 16) 
For s1mpllc1ty, due to the locahsed nature of atom1c orb1tals, the hoppmg mtcgrals mvolvmg 
second or further apart ne1ghbours are assumed neghg1ble The value of the mteract10n 
energy IS taken to be negative -1 to represent the attractive atom1c potentmls 
Obvwusly, the localised functwns do not sat1sfy the Bloch theorem Th1s can, however, 
be corrected by takmg the lmear combmat10n of atom1c orb1tals of the type 
(5 17) 
Th1s functwn 1s named Bloch sum It sat1sfies Bloch theorem, 1 e 
(5 18) 
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Moreover, Bloch sums are also orthonormal. Therefore theN Bloch sums represent a com-
plete set The energy d1spers10n of the energy band ongmated from the atom1c orb1tals 
{ rl>a(x -ln)} is thus g1ven by 
~(k) = (4>(k,x)IHI4>(k,x)) (5 19) 
In a particular case that the matnx elements of H between atom1c orb1tals are giVen by Eqs 
(5 15) and (5 16), the above d1spers10n relatwn becomes 
~(k) =Eo+ 2t cos(ka) (5 20) 
Th1s expression exphcJtly shows at the most elementary level that the N-fold degenerate 
states of the non-mteractmg atoms are spread mto a contmuous band of w1dth 4lt1 
High-Tc superconductors are all oxides and have many other features in common. YBCO 
have been w1dely stud1ed to illustrate the1r behaviOur. The crystal structure of YBCO IS 
shown in F1g.S.1 It contams planes of Cu and 0 atoms w1th the chem1cal formula Cu02 
All superconductors w1th a Tc greater than 50 K d1scovered up to 1990 possess Cu02 planes 
similar to these and 1t 1s beheved that they play a cruc1al role m the conductJvJty and 
superconductiVIty of h1gh-Tc superconductors YBCO also has chams of alternate Cu and 
0 atoms as md1cated m Fig 5 1 
The electncal resJstJvJty of YBCO in its normal state IS very anisotropic, bemg much 
h1gher for current flow along the z-ax:Js than for current flow m the xy plane Th1s 1s 
normally regarded as ev1dence that conductiOn IS predorrunantly due to motion of earners 
m Cu02 plane. D1scussJons of the behaviOur of YBCO 1s often simphfied by regardmg each 
Cu02 plane as an isolated two-d1mensional system [99] 
In th1s case of YBCO, one may employ the t1ght-bmdmg method to apprmamate the 
energy dispersiOn relatiOn wh1ch appears m Eq (5 14) An extra electron 1s hkely to appear 
m the p-orb1tal of oxygen atom We adopt the p-band energy [60] in the form 
~(k) = E1 + 2tcoskxa + 2t'coskya (5 21) 
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F1g 51 Crystal structure of Y Ba2Cu307_ 0 , showmg the umt cell 
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5.3 1-D Spectral Functions 
For YBCO the overlap is mmamum in the x-dJrectJOn. Therefore, m the simplest case 
we may thmk of It Wlth the t1ght-bmdmg model as the earner bemg allowed to hop w1thm 
the x-dJrectJOn, where the hoppmg mtegral IS l as follows: 
~(k) = 2tcoskxa + const (5 22) 
From the prev10us sect10n, 
AI(k,w)<X { d3qo(w-wo-2~(k+q)) 
lsz q (5 23) 
The mtegral w1thm the first Bnlloum zone runs x from -;," to ~, y from -a" to ~, z from 
-;; to 3: smce the lattice constants m a YBCO umt cell are a, b, c where b ~ a, c ~ 3a See 
F1g 51 
Now the 1-D spectral funct10n takes the form 
1 3 0 ( w- Wo - 2tcos(kx + qx)a) A1(k,w) <X d q 2 BZ q (5 24) 
Takmg a = 1 and changmg vanables a few times g1ve 
{2f (" f"/3 O(w - Wo -X) A~,w)<XL-LL ~~~ 
-
21 
-7r -"13 2tJ1- (fi) 2 (Y2 +z2 + (cos- 1 (fi)- kxan (5 25) 
Applymg the relatiOn 
o[f( )] = :L o(x- x,) 
x , lf'(x,) I (5 26) 
where 
f(x,) = 0 (5 27) 
Then performmg mtegrat10n w1th respect to x y1elds 
Al(k,w)<X[fn"/3 dzdy 2, (528) 
0 0 2tJ1- w: (y2 + z2 + (cos- 1wr- kxa) ) 
provided that lwrl :<::; 1 Performing mtegrat10n with respect to y g1ves 
1 ["/3 A1 (k, w) <X / Jn dz (f(z, w, kx) + f(z, w, -kx)) (5 29) 
V 1- (w~~Q )2 0 
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where 
tan- 1 ( " ) f(z,w, kx) = Jz2+B2(w,k.) J z 2 + B 2 (w, kx) (5.30) 
and 
_ -l (W-Wo) B(w, kx) = COS 2[ - kx (5.31) 
wh1ch is a somewhat complicated functiOn of w. However, we may plot it by regarding kx as 
a parameter. The numencal results are presented in F1g 5 3 
From F1g 5.3, apart from van Hove smgulantles at Wr _ (w- w0 )/2t = ±1, there IS an 
mterestmg dispersive peak somewhere between ±1. If we consider Eq (5 30) m deta1l, the 
arctan function 1s fimte m the whole domain The mtegral has the same blown-up point 
as that of the simple form J ,;J:a2, wh1ch 1s remarkably diverged at a = 0 Therefore the 
mtegral expression of 1-phonon-ass1sted spectral function IS d1verged at Wr = w., where 
wr = coskx (5 32) 
These peaks contnbute A~l) to total spectral function, since the coherent spectral function 
1s m the form of D1rac delta function. We have observed that relat!On(5 32) can explain very 
well the peak pOSitions in F1g 5 3 for each value of kx as follows· 
kx Wr 
0 1 
7r/4 0 707 
7r/2 0 
37r/4 0 707 
1r -1 
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5.4 2-D Spectral functions 
For the two d1menswnal case, almost everything remains the same as m 1-D case except 
that we allow the earner to hop WJthm xy plane mstead of m x d1rectwn only The d1sperswn 
changes to the form 
~(k) = 2tcoskxa + 2t' coskya + const (5 33) 
Therefore, the 2-D spectral function reads 
Ai(k,w)<x: { d3q8(w-wa-2tcos(kx+q;)a-2i'cos(ku+qy)a) 
lBz q (5 34) 
The further processes are similar to those of prev1ous section except that there are more 
complicated deta~ls involved. 
In a snmlar way to 1-D case, we obtain 
ln"/3/_" 1" 8(w- wa- 2tcosx- 2t'cosy) A 1(k,w) <X dxdydz 2 ( k )2 ( k )2 o _,_, z+x-x +y-Y (5 35) 
From the table of hoppmg mtegral m solids (see table 2-1 of Ref.[60] or p 114 of Ref [51]) 
(5 36) 
Integratmg Eq (5 35), w1th respect to z first, gJVes 
tan- 1 ( " ) 8(w -cos x- cosu) 
Ai(k,w) <X 1" 1" 3y'(x-k.)'+(y-ky)' r 4 dxdy 
_, _, .j(x- k,,)2 + (y- ky)2 (5 37) 
where we have used the fact that i' ~ t/4 The mtegratwn mvolvmg Dirac Delta functwn m 2 
d1menswns IS a lot more complicated than m 1 dimenSIOn After removmg the Delta functiOn 
reducing 1t to 1 dimensional mtegral, both intervals of mtegration have to be redetermmed 
since the 2-D domam of integration IS not mfinite. The constramt that determmes the new 
intervals 1s the relation appearmg m the Delta functwn, namely 
cosy 
Wr = COSX + -
4
- (5 38) 
To be more spec1fic, the mterval [0, 7r] has to be modified to [a, b] where a, b depends solely 
on the value of Wr. 
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By detailed analys1s, we find that 
1f Wr hes w1thin [-~,~],then the domam of mtegrat10n IS shown m F1g (5 2a). In 
th1s case a = 0, b = 1l' 
If Wr hes w1thm [ -~,-~],then the domam of mtegrat10n IS shown m F1g (5 2b) In 
th1s case a= cos-14(wr + 1), b = 1!'. 
If wr hes WJthm [ ~, ~], then the domain of mtegrat10n IS shown m F1g (5 2c) In th1s 
case a= 0, b = cos-14(wr- 1). 
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X 
________ :zt ---------
a) 
-1! 
-a y 0 a 1l 
X 
b) 
-1! y 0 1l 
X 
~----------------1[ ------------------
c) 
-1! -b 0 
F1g 5 2 The constramt !me w1th 2-D Domam of mtegratwn m case 
(a)wr E [-~,-~] (b)wr E [-~,~] (c)wr E [~,~] 
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According to those mentioned above, we may rewnte the 2-D spectral function m a 
symmetnc form as 
where 
_ (w- wo) 
Wr = -2t 
(5 40) 
tan-1 ( " ) 
f( k k ) = 3y(x-k.)2+(y-ky)2 y, Xl y - V (x- kx)2 + (y- ky)2 (5 41) 
With 
( cosy) x(y) = cos-1 Wr- - 4- (5 42) 
and 
a(w) = { 
cos-14(wr + 1) ; -5/4 :5: Wr :5: -3/4 
0 ; -3/4 :5: Wr :5: 5/4 
(5 43) 
b(w) = { cos- 14(wr- 1) , 3/4 :5: Wr :5: 5/4 
1r , -5/4 :5: Wr :5: 3/4 
(5 44) 
Here the notation Wr has been mtroduced m Eq (5 40). It IS the relative energy m umts of 
ii The numencal results are shown m F1g 5 4 
From F1g 54, apart from van Hove smgulanties at Wr = ±3/4, there IS a dispersive peak 
somewhere between ±5/4 In the same way as in 1D case, the 2D mtegral expressiOn of 
1-phonon-ass1sted spectral function is diverged at 
x(y) = kx 
(5 45) 
Substitutmg x(y) from Eq.(5 42) mto Eq (5 45) y1elds 
cos ky -
COS kx + - 4- = Wr• (5 46) 
This explains very well the peaks for several kx, ky. We do not expect any dispersive peaks m 
the multiphonon (l :=;:: 2) contnbutwns to the spectral functiOns [65] because of the additiOnal 
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mtegratwns compared with the smgle-phonon term. However, nond1spersive van Hove sin-
gulantws remam for all l <:: 1. They can be washed out by the phonon frequency dispersion 
m real crystals. We believe that these Green's and spectral functwns can provide a quanli-
tative approach to the experimental tunnellmg and photoemission spectra. In particular the 
coherent part of ARPES and tunnellmg in cuprates has been recently explained[93, 95]. 
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Chapter 6 
Polaron Tunnelling in Cuprates 
6.1 Conventional Theory of Thnnelling 
Quantum mechamcal tunnellmg is the phenomenon that when the potential barrier IS 
sufficiently narrow, a particle can penetrate through it whereas th1s 1s not allowed m classical 
mechanics ( smce the particle kmetlc energy cannot be negative m the barrier regiOn). In 
real practice, there are plenty of applications such as tunnel diode, etc 
The s1tuatwn is that we have a junctiOn formed by sandwiching a thm insulatmg layer 
with a superconductor and another metal, wh1ch can be e1ther a normal metal or supercon-
ductor. If a voltage 1s applied across the junctiOn, the amount of current will be affected by 
the presence of the gap 
Here the general theory of tunnellmg IS reVIewed to some extent to be compared with 
the polaronic Green's functiOn approach in later sectwns 
The model is as follows: Label the metals 1 and 2. Electrons m a state descnbed by k 
m metal 1 will have an amplitude to go to state p of metal 2. Let that amplitude be T 
Accordmg to Fenm's golden rule (see, for example, Ref [71, 72]), the probability per umt 
time of trans1t10n from state k of metal 1 to some state p of metal 2 IS 
wk->p = 
2
; L ITI 2(Prob. of statekbeingoccupied) 
p 
*(1- Prob of statepbe~ngoccup~ed)o(~k- ~p), (6 1) 
where ~k and ~P are the energies of the respective states w1th respect to the chemical poten-
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t1al. Accordmg to Ferm1-D1rac statistics, the probability of state k bemg occupied 1s 
(6 2) 
and similarly for state p If voltage V IS applied to metal 2, the energy of state p becomes 
~P- V, and the probab1hty of p bemg occup1ed 1s the same as before, namely 
j(~p) = f(E~ +V) (6 3) 
The current from metal 1 to metal 2 IS then 
2~e I; ITI2 J(~k) [ 1 - f(E~ +V)] c5(~k - E~) 
k,p 
(6 4) 
If total current 
(6 5) 
we find that 
I= 
2
"e I; ITI2 [!(~k) - f(E~ +V) J c5(~k - E~) 
h k,p 
(6 6) 
Now Lk,p can be replaced by f d~kdE~p1 (k)p2(P), where Pl(k) and P2(P) are the dens1ty of 
states functiOns m the respect1ve metals Then 
I(T) = 2~e j dE ITI2 [!(E)- f(E +V)] P1(E)p2(E +V) (6 7) 
Here we assume that the tunnellmg amplitude T does not depend on momenta and energ1es. 
At zero temperature, 
(6 8) 
where the mterval of mtegrat10n depends on particular case The current depends on the 
dens1ty of states near the Fermi level for the two metals For normal metals we can cons1der 
p( E) to be roughly constant, but for superconductors the mteraction between electrons 
causes the spectrum to be d1storted 
------------ -------- - --
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6.2 Tunnelling Hamiltonian 
In 1962, Cohen et al [73] mtroduced a tunnelling Hamiltonian, which became univer-
sally adopted for the dJscussJon of tunnellmg m superconductors. The idea was to wnte the 
Ham1ltoman as three terms: 
(6 9) 
The first term Hn IS the Hamiltonian for particles on the right s1de of the tunnelling JUnctwn. 
It contams all many-body interactwns Similarly, HL has all the physics for particles on the 
left side of the JUnctiOn. These two are considered to be stnctly independent. Not only do 
these two operators commute: 
(6.10) 
but they also commute term by term. Thus the Hannltonian on the nght can be expressed m 
terms of one set of operators ck and those on the left by another set ep, and these operators 
are mdependent, i.e. 
(6 11) 
They assumed as well that the tunnellmg is caused by the term HT in Eq (6 9). The basic idea 
1s that there 1s a nonzero probability of charge transfer by the quantum mechamcal tunnellmg 
of electrons between two conductors separated by a thm msulatmg barrier. This probability 
depends on the details of the msulatmg material, but these aspects can be absorbed m a 
phenomenolog1cal tunnelling matnx element Tkp That is, we can assume a couplmg term 
m the Hamiltoman of the form: 
HT = L Tkpck,uCp,u + h. c. (6 12) 
k,p,a 
where the subscnpt k refers to one metal and p to the other We assume no spm fhp m the 
tunnellmg process smce there IS no magnetic perturbation in the problem, thus from now on 
we shall onnt the spin index a The left term m Eq (6 12) transfers an electron from metal p 
to k, whereas the conjugate term does the reverse. This transfer rate 1s assumed to depend 
only on the wave vectors on the two s1des k and p and not on other varmbles, such as energy. 
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The theory of tunnellmg m superconductors developed very rap1dly and was entuely 
based on the tunnellmg Hrumltonian. The theory showed excellent agreement w1th many 
expenments Accordmg to a senous mvest1gatwn [7 4] of the vahd1ty of the tunnellmg Ham!l-
toman, it was cnt!Clsed to be a poor apprmamatwn smce the tunnellmg should depend also 
on the energy, not only on the wave vector Somehow, later mvest1gatwn contmued [75, 76] 
and the agreement IS that the tunnelling m superconductors takes place over a very narrow 
extent of energy m the metal. All the electrons involved have the1r wave vectors very near 
the Fermi wave vectors kp and PF on the two s1des of the JUnction Therefore 1t IS a sat-
Isfactory apprmamatwn to treat the transfer rate Tpk as a constant, wh1ch IS evaluated at 
kp and pp, because the vanatwn m Tkp w1th energy must be on the scale E / Ep wh1ch are 
neghgtble when E :o::;; ~ « 1eV. Thus 1t IS plausible to treat the transfer rate as a constant 
m a superconductor, or a normal metal, 1f the energies mvolved are small The tunnelhng 
Hamiltonian IS beheved to be an improper formalism only when the apphed voltages are 
large, about 1eV or above 
k 
•• 
'---!' f----'1 I 
V 
p 
Fig 6 1 D1agram representmg a tunnellmg JUnctwn between two metals separated by a thm 
msulatmg layer 
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6.3 Polaron Theory Approach 
From this section on, we applied quantised-field operators in tunnellmg theory. In 
Fig 6 1, we have a thin insulating barner sandwiched by two metals with a bias voltage V 
across the junction The final aim IS to evaluate the differential conductivity of this system. 
Beanng m mmd that at zero temperature 
Probk-occupted = B(kF- k), (6.13) 
and 
Probp-unoccupted = B(p- PF ), (6 14) 
we obtain the probability per unit time of tunnellmg from mitial state ID) of metal 1 to final 
state I f) of metal 2 as 
27r "' 2 ) wl-+2 = h LJ I(OIHrlf)l o(E,- Eo- eV. 
I 
The Dirac Delta functiOn may be represented by plane wave mtegral, I e. 
o(Et- Eo- eV) = ~ 1"" e•(E,-Eo-eV)tdt. 
27r -oo 
(6.15) 
(6 16) 
In this work, we s1mply assume 1D tunnellmg so that at the end k and p may be regarded as 
scalars Employing Cohen tunnellmg Hamiltonian, we obtain the tunnellmg rate Eq (6 15) 
m the form 
U smg the property that 
(6.18) 
and msertmg the unit operator between c~ and Ck' giVe 
where 
(6.20) 
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denotes any operator A evolvmg m t1me Regardmg closure relatiOn over state if) as a umt 
operator, we have 
(6 21) 
Next we cons1der metal1 and 2 to be completely mdependent Accordmgly, the total ground 
state of the system as the product of ground states of metal 1 and 2, 1 e 
IO) = IO)! 10)2· (6 22) 
Eq (6 21)then becomes 
wl--+2 = -li1 L TkpTk'P'100 e-.eVt J(Oictck'(t)IO)J 2(0jepc~(t)I0)2dt 
k k'-' -00 "--.-' ..___..., 
,p, ,y G,(t) G
2
(t) 
(6 23) 
As ment10ned m prev10us sect10n, the tunnellmg matnx element Tkp may be regarded as a 
constant for the sake of sJmphc1ty, wh1ch we do not need to know Moreover, accordmg to 
the convolutiOn theorem, 
100 1 1"" -oo G1(k, t)G2(p, t)e-••Vt dt = 21!' -oo dw' G1(k,w')G2(p, -eV- w') (6 24) 
where G1(k, w) and G2(p,w) are the Fourier transforms of G1(k, t) and G2 (p, t) respectively 
Then Eq (6 23) can be wntten as 
wl--+2= lnplil
2 L 1"" dw'Gi(k,w')G2(p,-eV-w') 
21!' k k' _, -00 
,p, ,y 
(6 25) 
In the same way we find that the tunnellmg rate from metal 2 to 1 IS zero , because at zero 
temparature when the b1as d1rect10n is accordmg to F1g 6 1 the term 
Probk-occu]ned * Probp-unoccu]ned = 0 (6 26) 
From Eq (6 23) we not1ce further that the functiOn G1 (t) and G2(t) are some types of Green's 
funct10ns related to the one denved m chapter 4 w h1ch contams both free polaron part and 
phonon correlatiOn functiOn, and therefore can be venfied m the similar way The tunnelling 
current IS proportiOnal to the tunnellmg rate and earner charge, 1 e 
(6 27) 
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Smce m practice Tkp is not exactly known. We shall pay attentwn only to the voltage 
dependence of the current. It may be written as 
I(V) <X f= L: dM.J' GI(k,w')G2(P, -eV- w') 
,p 
(6 28) 
6.4 N-1-N Tunnelling 
It would be Illustrative to investigate first the simplest case of tunnelling between normal 
metals separated by thin insulating barner (N-I-N) Our fundamental assumption is still 
based on Eq (6 28). Now the tunnellmg particles are non-interacting Bloch electrons. In this 
case Green's function GI and G2 are pretty simple to deal with. We consider normal metal 
Green's functiOn by taking B!och electron Green's function without phonon part, I.e. 
G1(k,w) = ( ~1 8 - h c.) w- k -~ (6.29) 
smularly, 
G2(p,w)=( ~1 -he.) 
w + p +~11 
(6.30) 
where 8, 11 -+ +0 those two equations may be wntten as 
(6 31) 
and 
(6 32) 
Eq (6 28) then becomes 
I(V) <XL 8(~k- ~P + eV) (6 33) 
k,p 
Converting surnrnatwn to integratwn, I:k,p -+ f d~kdi;,p D(~k)D(~p) yields 
(6 34) 
We are free to choose the reference energy level ~ = 0 at the Fermi level of metal 2. Also, 
as mentwned at the end of sectwn 6 1, the density of states of normal metal is taken to be 
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constant near the Fermi level where the tunnellmg takes place. We then have the current 
expressiOn as 
I(V) ex f'lc,, d~kd~pD(~k)D(~p) o(~k- ~P + eV) 
ex N2(0) fv ~P 
ex V 
which IS Ohm1c contact, m agreement w1th conventiOnal theory m th1s case 
~k 
F1g.6 2 2D domain of mtegrat10n mvolvmg a constramt ~k = ~P- eV. 
6.5 BCS Theory of Superconductivity 
(6 35) 
In th1s sectiOn we present the mam aspect of the BCS theory usmg Bogolmbov trans-
formatiOn More deta1ls can be found m specml books by Schneffer [77], Abnkosov, Gorkov 
and Dzyaloshmsk1 [64], etc or perhaps the best one could be the ongmal papers [78] 
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The Bardeen-Cooper-Scrieffer theory of superconductivity IS a strikmg success of the 
quantum theory of sohds The crucial feature responsible for superconductivity IS an effective 
attractive mteraction between electrons due to overscreening by the ions of the metal even 
though the bare Coulomb interactiOn between electrons is repulsive. The ions respond to the 
motion of the electrons and, m certam circumstances, can produce an effective interactiOn 
between electrons which is attractive This discovery was due to Frohlich [79] Later, Cooper 
[80] showed that this attractive interactiOn could produce a two-electron bound state m the 
presence of a Ferrm sphere of Bloch electrons. These bound pmrs have bosonic properties 
and, at sufficiently low temperatures, condense into the superconductmg state. 
6.5.1 Variational Determination of BCS Ground State 
The Cooper model is only a rough startmg point for a theory of superconductiVIty. It 
opens the way to the major breakthrough m the microscopic theory of superconductiVIty by 
Bardeen, Cooper, and Schneffer The BCS variational form of the ground-state wavefunction 
for superconductors is expressed as 
Ill!) = mUd Vkckc~kj.)IO) (6 36) 
k 
where jO) IS the vacuum state, uk and VJ< are real and even functions of k, chosen in such as 
way to minimise the ground-state energy. under the constramt u~ + v~ = 1, VJ< represents 
the probability amplitude that the pair (k t, -k .j.) is occupied and uk represents probability 
amplitude that the pair is unoccupied In the superconductmg ground state descnbed by 
jw), electrons are involved only as pairs. The wavefunction (6 36) of the superconductor is 
reduced to the wavefunct10n 
k<kp 
illiN) = IT (ckc~kl-)10) (6 37) 
k 
of the normal metal in the particular case m which uk and vk are given by 
Uk = 0, 
Uk = 1, (6.38) 
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The main idea of this variatiOnal approach IS to mm1m1se the expectatiOn value (IITIHII¥) 
under the constraint 
(wiNiw) =N, (6 39) 
where 
' t t N = I;(cktCkt + c_k.J.c-k.J.) (6 40) 
k 
IS the particle number operator. We arnve at the mmimisatwn of the quantity 
Eo = (wiHscsll¥), (6 41) 
where in the followmg, J-L IS the lagrange multiplier, and 
(6 42) 
IS the Bardeen-Cooper-Schneffer Hanultonian given by 
(6 43) 
and 
(6 44) 
denotes the smgle-particle energy measured With respect to the Fermi energy. Eq (6 41) can 
be evaluated usmg the antJcommutatJon rule. Normalisation of the wavefunction gives 
(6 45) 
for every k. We finally obtam 
Eo= 2I;~kV~ +I: ukk'UkVkUk'Vk'· (6.46) 
k k,k' 
To minimise Eo under the constramt (6 45), we may regard uk and Vk m the form: 
(6.47) 
Eq (6 46) becomes 
(6 48) 
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The condition 8E0/ fJBk = 0 gives 
2~ksm 2Bk + L ukk'COS 2Bksm 2Bk' = 0. (6 49) 
k' 
Back m terms of uk and VI.:, we obtam 
2~kUkVk + L ukk'(u~- v~)uk'Vk' = 0 (6 50) 
k' 
for every k To Simphfy such self-consistent equatiOn, the energy gap parameter Ak IS defined 
as follows· 
Eq (6 50) is reduced to 
fl.k = - I:: ukk'uk'vk' 
k' 
The solution of Eq (6 52) together with constraint (6 45) giVes 
u2 = ~ [1 + ~k ] 
k 2 V~~+fl.~ 
va=~ [1- V~/:A~J 
Substituting this equatiOn mto Eq.(6 51) yields 
for every k 
6.5.2 Bogoliubov Transformation 
(6 51) 
(6.52) 
(6 53) 
(6 54) 
This canomcal transformation procedure was proposed by Bogoliubov [81] and Valatm 
[82] in 1958. Therefore, this approach IS sometimes called Bogoliubov-Valatin Transforma-
tion. The ma.m idea is to dmgonahse the grand canonical Halll!ltonian Consider first 
Eq.(6.43) rewntten as 
(6.55) 
k,<T k,k' 
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where we have used the notatwn bt for cttc~k!- representing the pair creatwn operator and 
1ts hermitmn conjugate for the reverse process In order to find an appropriate S!mphficatwn, 
we adopt the 1dea of mean field theory by replacmg bt by 1ts average plus the fluctuation, 
1e 
(6 56) 
where the term in parenthesiS is the fluctuatiOn operator wh1ch 1s assumed small. A similar 
procedure is done for bk. Hence it is plausible to retain only terms up to first order m the 
fluctuations We also assume that bt IS real and therefore equal to ~ The quant1ty 
~k =- 2: ukk'(~·} (6 57) 
k' 
has been defined. In this situation the simplified Hamiltonian 
HB = L [~k(ckCkt + c~kj.c-k.J.) - ~k(ckc~k.J. + c_ktc-k.J.- (bL})] (6 58) 
k 
can be more attainably diagonalised To achieve this we assume a transformation of the 
form: 
With the reqmrements that 
{ ak, at,} = Jk,k' 
{ak,ak'} = {aL,at.} = 0 
From Eqs (6 59), and (6.60) we obta.m 
The Grand canonical Hanultoman m the new representatiOn becomes 
(6 59) 
(6 60) 
(6 61) 
(6 62) 
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where 
Hdtag = L[~(k)(u~atak + v~akat + (u~) 2a~ka-k + vka-ka~k 
k 
70 
-.6.k[ukv~ (atak- akat) + vku~ ( a_ka~k- a~ka-k)J + .6.k(~)] (6 63) 
represents the diagonal part and 
Hoff-dtag = L [~(k)(ukVk- u~v~)- .6.k(uku~ + Vkv~)J ( aLa~k + a_kak) (6 64) 
k 
represents the off-d1agonal part, wh1ch has to vamsh. We may set the coefficients to be zero, 
namely 
(6 65) 
for every k Solvmg Eq (6 65) together w1th Eq (6 61) gtves 
iVk > 0 
(6 66) 
We somehow observe that 
(6 67) 
Substituting these results back mto Eq (6 63) y:telds 
Hs =I: E(k) ( atak + a~ka-k) + ~(k)- E(k) + .6.k(bk), (6 68) 
k 
where 
E(k) = V~(k)2 + .6.~ (6 69) 
is the quas1part1cle exc1tation energy. The rest in Eq (6 68) actually is the superconducting 
ground-state energy already obtamed in prev1ous subsection. 
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6.5.3 Energy-Gap Parameter 
The gap Eq (6 54) 1s normally comphcated to be solved For s1mphc1ty, a s1mple model 
IS cons1dered to solve the mtegral equation for fl.k exactly. The matnx element Ukk' has 1ts 
ongin in the electron-phonon mteract10n It 1s only attractive when ~k - ~k' IS less than the 
energy li.wv of the phonon mvolved In the s1mple model first chosen by BCS w1thm the 
weak couplmg hmit, the so-called average potent~al approximatiOn, the matriX element was 
assumed to be of the form 
{ 
-Uo/N 
ukk' = 
0 , otherw~se 
(6 70) 
And w1th Eq (6 54) m mmd, 1t follows that 
{ 
fl.o 
fl.k = 0 
, otherw~se 
(6 71) 
w1th U0 a constant and li.wv the Debye energy. The mtegral equat10n (6 54) IS reduced to 
1 1 1 
1 = -Uo- I: l~k'l < li.wv 
2 N k' V~~~+ fl.6 (6 72) 
The sum over k' can be converted to an mtegral Assummg the electron dens1ty of states as 
a constant in the small energy shell of interest around the Fermi level we obtam 
(6 73) 
where 
(6.74) 
denotes the dens1ty of states for one spm d1rect10n per umt cell at the Fermi energy Eq (6 73) 
1s finally solved and y1elds 
fl.o = li.wv 
smh[1/Uono(EF )] (6 75) 
The BCS theory has been generahsed by vanous authors to descnbe strong couphng Sit-
uatiOns In some unconventiOnal superconductors the matrix element Ukk' are strongly 
dependent on the d1rect10n k and k' [83, 84] However, m th1s research we simply take fl.k 
as fl. smce here we only deal w1th the calculatiOn at zero temperature 
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6.5.4 BCS Approach to NIS and SIS Tunnelling 
Here we approach tunnellmg theory by usmg conventiOnal theory mentiOned m sectiOn 
6 1 The tunnellmg depends on dens1ty of states near the Ferm1 level of both metals, wh1ch 
w1ll be replaced by BCS dens1ty of states The BCS dens1ty of states can be obtamed by 
employmg E(k) from Eq (6 69) to the relation 
Ds(E) = 2::: o(E- Ek) (6.76) 
k 
(see the deta1l of derivatiOn m Append1x D) We have regarded ~k(T) as .6.(0) to cope w1th 
zero-temperature calculatiOn, wh1ch we shall cons1der this case only 
For NIS tunnellmg, we take DN(E) , constant as d1scussed m section 6 1 At supercon-
ductmg side, we have 
We then arrive at 
After mtegratwn, we obtam 
,E>~ 
,E<~ 
('V X 
JNIS c< }t;. dx VX2 _ ~2 
;E>~ 
;E<~ 
The d1fferentral conductivity IJ = &I/&V therefore reads 
1 
eV 
BCS V(eV)'-D.' 
IJNIS c< 
0 
wh1ch may be represented m F1g 6 3 
(6 77) 
(6 78) 
(6 79) 
(6 80) 
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crsrs 
0 0 
eV 2~ eV 
Fig 6 3 BCS Differential conductiVIty (in arbitrary umts) versus applied voltage for NIS 
and SIS tunnel JUnctions (at T = 0) 
Mahan shows that by applymg the tunnellmg current formula of Schneffer et al [98] together 
With the BCS dens1ty of states Eq (6 77), theSIS smgle-particle tunnellmg current at T = 0 
IS obtamed in the form of elliptic integrals (see Sec 9 3 D of Ref [69]) 
where 
eV- 2.6. 
X=------,-
eV + 2.6. (6 82) 
Its denvat1ve, the differential conductiVIty, may be evaluated numencally [85], wh1ch is also 
shown m Fig 6.3 BCS theory applies pretty well to low-Tc superconductors. However there 
are some cases of HTSC that th1s theory seems to be madequate to explain, wh1ch Will be 
discussed in a few subsequent sectwns 
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6.6 Normal-Superconductor Tunnelling 
F1rst of all1t has to be mentwned that m polaromc superconductor there are two mam 
differences from BCS theory, polaromc dens1ty of states wh1ch 1s mentioned in Appendix D, 
and the energy gap parameter mentwned m AppendiX G. 
We proceed to mvest1gate normal-superconductor tunnellmg There are two types of 
d1fferent processes mvolved, namely NIS and SIN tunnelling 
6.6.1 Coherent Contribution (1 = 0) 
The mechamsm m th1s case is pretty s1m1lar to that of NIN type Electrons from normal 
metal can tunnel to the only polaron states above energy gap of superconductor. therefore 
the threshold voltage 1s e V = ~, wh1ch will be more obvwusly noticeable later m the theory 
1tself 
r-
N I s 
p 
• • k 
Pair States 
I 
I 
V 
F1g 6 4 Dmgram representmg the mechamsm of NIS tunnelling 
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The function G1 of normal metal is the same as we already considered in Eq ( 6 29). However, 
the function G2 on the superconducting side is much more complicated than the other stde. 
It 1s the product of free polaron Green's function and phonon correlatiOn functwn, I.e. 
(6 83) 
and 
00 ( *)' O'~h(n, t) =IT e-!Juo(q)J' e-!Ju,(q)J' L ual~J e''"'•t, (6 84) 
q 1=0 • 
wh1ch, m the same way as evaluated in chapter 4, eventually has its Fourier transform as 
(6 85) 
where we have cons1dered dispersionless phonon for simphctty m th1s case. The supercon-
ductmg Green's function is, as usual, the convolutiOn of those two functions, 1 e. 
G (k ) 1"' •(k'-k)nz~ (I:q~e-•qn)' ( 1 ) s ,w =-L..Je LJ 1 -cc N n,k' l=O l w + wal + C:k' + 28 (6 86) 
where Z = e- I:. 11'(q)J'/2N, as defined m chapter 4 
Substitutmg this Green's functwn and normal metal Green's function from Eq (6 31) into 
Eq.(6 28), we now have 
•(k'-k) n oo ("' .b19lfe-•q n) 1 
"' e "' L-q 2N 
INIS oc LJ N z LJ l' 
n,k' ,k,p l=O 
( 1 ) ~ -cc Ck' - ~P - e V + wal + ~8 (6 87) 
By regardmg 8 -+ +0, we may write the current expressiOn as 
(6.88) 
Eq.(6.88) 1s agam m the form of perturbative expanswn in index l. Each order represents a 
process mvolvmg l phonon(s). For l = 0, we have 
(6.89) 
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The term m the large parenthes1s 1s equal to 8k,k' Hence we arnve at 
lms <X 2::8 (c:k- ~P- eV) (6 90) 
k,p 
We may, as usual, convert summatwn mto mtegral and cons1der 1D tunnellmg Th1s gives 
(6 91) 
After convertmg double to smgle integration, Eq (6 91) becomes (see F1g 6 5 for l = 0) 
The polaron dens1ty of states is determmed to be (see append1x D) 
The current therefore reads 
(0) { 0 INIS <X 
eV de fll v'e-6. 
;eV<L}. 
,eV>L}. 
(6 92) 
(6 93) 
(6 94) 
In order to have current across the JUnctwn, we must have eV > L}. We pay mam attentwn 
to the d1fferent1al conduct1v1ty <T = 8! /&V, 1 e 
(0) { 0 
<TNJS <X 
1 
v'eV -£>. 
,eV<L}. 
,eV>L}. 
(6 95) 
wh1ch has 1ts curve s1m1lar to that obtamed from BCS theory. However, there st!ll are h1gher 
orders of perturbat!ve senes to be contnbuted to the total conduct1v1ty by th1s approach 
6.6.2 Incoherent Contributions (1 > 0) 
An mterestmg case anses when one cons1ders further senes expanswns of Eq (6 88) m 
the form 
(6 96) 
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where 
I (l) '\' •(k'-k)JI:qh(q)l
2
e-•qn)
1
r( c l V) (697) 
NIS ex -0 e (2N)I[I u fk' - <,p + Wo - e n,k ,k,p 
represents the process mvolvmg l phonon(s) By expandmg ( · ·J' and regroupmg w1th other 
exponentJals we obtam 
n,k1,k,p 
Usmg the property that 
we arnve at 
1'(qiJI2e-•(q,+ 
(2N)lll 
+qt+k-k') n 
L e±•(k-k') n = N 8k,k' 
n 
8 (c:k'- ~P + wol- eV) (6 98) 
(6 99) 
(6 100) 
wh1ch Js m the similar form as Eq (6 163). We may, therefore, employ the same techmques 
as before Hence we shall skip over somethmg already mentioned ,but explam some more 
complicated deta1ls here 
Upon r,;ducmg double to smgle mtegration, the constramt of mtegratron becomes 
C:k = ~P + eV- lwo, (6 101) 
-eV 
F1g 6 5 Domam of mtegratwn mvolvmg C:k = ~P + e V - w0l 
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The conclusmn now IS that Eq (6 100) can be reduced to 
(6 102) 
Employmg the density of states from the Appendix D g~ves 
(I) (I::q [l(qJI2)1 {'V-lwo dck 
INis ex (2N)Ill Jll Vfk-!:::. (6 103) 
To be able to integrate Eq (6 163) w1th respect to V, we apply the followmg techmque· 
[ f(y) dy = {' O(x- y)J(y) dy (6 104) 
[) 1x 1"" 8x a J(y)dy= a o(x-y)J(y)dy 
{ 
0 ,x <a 
= f(x) ,x>a (6 105) 
D1fferentmtmg Eq (6 103) with respect to voltage, we obtam 
,eV < lwo +!:::. 
(6 106) 
,eV > lw0 +!:::. 
Eq (6 106) reveals that the differential conductivity curve has the shape as shown m F1g 6 6 
It has the first peak at eV = !:::., as descnbed m case of l = 0, which IS qualitatively similar 
to BCS a- V curve m sectiOn 6 54 However, the next sharp peak occurs at eV =!:::. + w0 
due to one-phonon-electron mteractmn Further sharp peaks also occur at e V = !:::. + 2w0 
and so on, as displayed m Fig 6 6 
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(j NIS 
eV 
~+roo ~+2c.tJo ~+3roo .... 
F1g 6 6 er - V curve of 1deal NIS junction accordmg to polaron theory 
In fact there eXJst some expenmental tunnelling data m agreement with th1s result. This 
inadequacy of BCS theory m HTSC will be mentioned agam m more deta.~ls in final section 
6.6.3 Interacting-Polaron Green's Function 
So far we have considered only Green's function of the non-mteractmg polaron Actually 
polarons (or electrons) still mteract WJth each other and with Impurities Tlus mteract10n 
affects the Green's funct10n and, consequently, the shape of tunnelling charactenstlc curves 
The actual experimental er - V curve 1s more smooth and does not have infimte sharp peak 
as exactly predicted in the previOus sect10n In reahty, the exact form of mteractmg particle 
Green's function nnght be so complicated that it could become another research topic itself. 
Hence 1t IS beyond the scope of th1s research to investigate that m deta.Jl. However, to 
mclude the mfl.uence of e-e mteract10ns and polaron-1mpunty m this theory, we may mod1fy 
1t by mtroducmg the Green's funct10n of mteracting part1cle by replacing the 1nfimtesimal 
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quant1ty o by a finite mverse hfetJme parameter r [86] 
For NIS tunnelling, After mcludmg mteractlons between polarons, the current expresswn 
Eq (6 100) is generahsed to 
(!) (l:q h·(qJI2)!"' 
INis ex (2N)ll' L.,.C(c:k- (p+wol- eV,T), k,p 
where .C(x) IS the Lorentz1an functwn defined as 
.C( ) _ aj1r _ 1 ~ ( 1 ) 
x, a = X 2 + a2 - ; x - ta · 
(6 107) 
(6 108) 
Note, however, that when r --+ +0 , the Lorentz1an functwn transforms to D1rac delta 
functiOn, and the s1tuat10n turns back to non-mteractmg case. 
Convertmg summatwn to mtegratwn, Eq (6 107) g1ves 
I(l) (l:q h·(qJI2) 1 { 00 [o .c(c:k- (p +w0 l- eV, T) d( d 
NIS <X (2N)1l! J!l Loo VC:k -Ll P Ck· (6.109) 
We first pay attentiOn only on the integral (1gnormg the amplitude for the time bemg) the 
partJal current may be wntten m the form 
(6 110) 
where 
a= y+eV -ll-wol (6 111) 
By contour mtegratwn (see AppendiX E), we obtam 
f'"'d r rr( 1 1 ) 
lo xft[(x-a)2+f2] =2 va+zr+ va-zr (6 112) 
The current can therefore be reduced to a smgle mtegral, 1 e 
J(ll jo d ( 1 1 ) 
NIS (X -oo y VY + c + zr + VY + c - zr , (6 113) 
where 
c = eV -ll- wol (6 114) 
It follows that the differential conductivity may be wntten as 
w 1 1 
17 NIS <X + {"'~~=:====.==: 
Jev- (ll +wol) + zr Jev- (ll +wol) -zr 
(6.115) 
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The Bellm function : 
B[x,a] = 1R (..; 1 ) 
x+za 
(6.116) 
has its shape as sketched m Fig.6 7. Up to now the conductivity can be regarded as a 
combmation of Belhn functiOns haVIng peaks at!:;.+ wol(l = 0, 1, 2 . ), 
aWrs ex B [eV- (Ll + Wal) 'r] (6.117) 
The first peak occurs at e V ~ !:;., the second at e V ~ !:;. + wo, the th1rd at e V ~ !:;. + 2wo, 
and so on, as shown in Fig 6 6. But this time the gragh 1s smooth, and the peaks do not go 
to infinity as m non-mteractmg polaron case 
(J' NIS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,. 
I \ 
\ 
eV 
F1g.6 7 Bellm functiOn B[eV- Ll,F] (dash !me) compared with Ideal O'~~s (solid !me) 
6.6.4 SIN Tunnelling 
Unlike NIN and SIS cases, the normal-superconductor junctiOn is not symmetric. The 
total current of NIS case is the sum of forward NIS current and reversed SIN current. The 
mechanism of SIN tunnellmg IS d1fferent from that of NIS. 
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F1g.6.8 Diagram representing the mechamsm of SIN tunnelling. 
As seen m Fig.6 8, m SIN case the electron pair break up into two electrons. One goes 
up to form a polaron of state k whereas the other one tunnels through the barrier to normal 
electron of state p m normal metal. In this case the tunnelling Hamiltoman has the form 
HT = L Tkpsbs4ck + h.c. (6.118) 
k,p,s 
where b. IS the (bosonic) pmr annihilatiOn operator, Tkps still is a phenomenolog~cal tun-
nellmg matrix element, but now has three md1ces due to its more complicated mechanism 
Again, this quantity is considered to be a constant (not necessanly real) over the small 
voltage mterval of tunnelling. Proceedmg siimlar steps as in NIS case, we find that 
(6.119) 
We consider the new Green's functiOn that appears m the convolution as 
Gs(t) = (Oib!b.,(t)IO). (6.120) 
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W1th the fact that 
(6 121) 
and that 
(6 122) 
a straightforward denvatwn yields 
(6 123) 
where lg) represents the ground (condensed) state of b1polaron Typ1cally the ground state 
energy IS set equal to zero so that 
Gs(t) = npa,rOs,g =constant. (6 124) 
Substituting th1s result back mto Eq (6.119) g1ves 
WsrN ex: 2::: ['' GN(P, t)Gs(k, t)e•wtdt, 
k,p,kl ,p' -00 
(6 125) 
wh1ch IS somewhat s1m1lar to NIS case, followmg the same processes as descnbed before, we 
finally obtam 
(6.126) 
After mtegratwn, the result is m the same form as m NIS case, namely 
(6 127) 
The only difference IS that the constants of proportwnahty are not the same, smce the tun-
nellmg matnx elements Tkps and Tkp represent d1fferent mechamsms The total conduct1v1ty 
IS wntten as 
O'totat(V) = O'NJs(V) +A O'sJN(-V), (6 128) 
where A IS the asymmetric factor denotmg umdent1cal amphtudes of both processes 
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6. 7 SIS Tunnelling 
First of all, It has to be mentiOned that there are two different processes m SIS tunnellmg, 
namely smgle-part1cle tunnellmg and pair (Josephson) tunnelling Our attentiOn IS only on 
the first case. So from now on It IS understood that m this work 
1) SIS tunnelling only means polaron tunne!lmg, and 
2) both Sides are Identical superconductors 
p 
... a 
~- k 
Pair states t a ... 
t 
Pair states 
51 Sz 
I 
I 
V 
Fig 6 9 Diagram representing mechamsm of polaron tunnelling across SIS JUnctiOn 
The mechamsm of polaron tunnellmg IS pretty snmlar to that of SIN case When the SIS 
JUnctiOn IS biased w1th voltage V, the energy levels on the positive-biased s1de are shifted 
down by eV. The electron-pair break up. One goes to the polaron state above the energy 
gap whereas another one tunnels to a polaron state on the opposite Side. Until this voltage 
reaches a threshold value 2.6. (at T = 0) the current begms to flow across the JUnctiOn, which 
we shall see more m some formula later 
As usual, the denvat10n of differential conductivity IS mostly similar to the case of SIN 
JUnctiOn Anyhow the mam difference IS that the density of states at both sides are con-
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sidered to be of superconducting type and therefore cannot be approXImated as constant 
any more. Another remarkble difference IS that m th1s case the Green's functiOns of both 
superconductors contam phonon correlatiOn functions which cause more complications to 
the theory 
The tunnelling probability per umt time of polaron may be written as 
where 
Ws1s ex L/00 Gsi(p,t)Gs2(k,t)e_,.vtdt, 
k -00 
,p 
is the polaromc Green's function at the left superconductor, and 
is the another one at the nght. 
In an 1dentJcal manner, we obtam 
ls1s ex Ljoo Gs1(p,w)Gs2(k, -eV- w)dw. 
k -oo 
,p 
The energy Green's functions may be expressed as 
( 
l~fn\12 )l p'>PF oo .1..Ll9L.Le-tq m 
G ( ) Z """ •(p'-p) m""" Eq 2N ( 1 ) Si p, w = - ~ e ~ - cc 
N m,p' l=O [I w + Wol + Cp' + zr /2 
and, in the same way, 
z k'>kF oo (E .bi92fe-•q ")l ( 1 ) G (k ) = _ """ •(k' -k) n """ q 2N _ 
S2 'w N ~ e ~ [I l rj2 c c. . 
n,k' l=O • W + Wo + C:k' + Z 
(6 129) 
(6 130) 
(6 131) 
(6.132) 
(6.133) 
(6.134) 
where we have mcluded the effect of mteracting polarons by definmg the inverse lifetime 
parameter to be r /2 for each side of superconductor. 
6. 7.1 Coherent Contribution 
As the first approXImatwn, from Eq.(6 133) and (6.134) we take only l - 0 term, 
Eq (6.132) reads 
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e•(k'-k) n e•(p'-p) m 
k,p,n,k' ,m,p' N N 
L: d;.,; ( -e V - w ~ Ck' + lf /2 - c c) ( w +cp\ zr /2 - c c) (6 135) 
The summation over m (or n) g1ves Op,p' (or ok,k') By virtue of contour mtegrat10n m 
Appendix C, we arnve at 
I(O) C( "' ( 1 - c c ) 
SIS L.. -eV + c: + c - zf ~p k p 
(6 136) 
Convertmg summatiOn to mtegral, as done before, y1elds 
reo) r"' r"' dcp dck ( r ) 
Sis<X lt> it> VEk-!::.Jcp-1::,. (c:k+cp-eV)2+f2 (6 137) 
We consider smgle mtegral first Th1s kmd of mtegrat10n was earned out m sectiOn (6 6 3) 
Thus Eq (6.137) reduces to a smgle mtegral, 1 e. 
(0) /,oe de ( 1 ) lsiS <X +CC 
1:>. Vc-1::,. veV-/::,.-c+zr 
(6.138) 
Definmg a new vanable x = c - /::,., the mtegralm term of new vanable 1s 
I(O) roe dx ( 1 ) 
SIS ex Jo Vx vfeV- 2/::,.- x + zf +CC (6 139) 
Takmg partial denvat1ve of Eq (6 139) w1th respect to the vanable V, the d1fferentml con-
ductiv1ty reads 
ai~s <X !ooe ~ Cev- 2/::,. ~ x+zf)3/2 +cc) (6 140) 
We therefore concentrate on the mtegral of the form 
roe dx 
le= Jo ..[i(c- x)3/2 (6 141) 
Consider first the mdefimte mtegral 
I= j dx 
'- ..[i(c-x)3/2 (6 142) 
Changing vanable x = y2 , the integral transforms to 
J dy I,= 2 (c- y2)3/2' (6 143) 
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Th1s mtegral 1s elementary and g1ves 
Back m term of x we obtam 
Takmg upper and lower hmits, we get 
I- 2y 
• -eve- y2 
I - 2-..fi 
'- eve- X 
I _ [ 2-..fi ] 
00 
= 2z 
c- eve- x 0 c 
W1th this m mmd, Eq (6 140) 1s earned out and y1elds 
~ ( ~ ) ( 1 ) ~ SIS 0::. e V - 26. + zr + c c 0::. ~ , eV- 26. + zr 
wh1ch may be wntten m a more compact form as 
(0) ) ~SIS 0::. .C(eV- 2L1, F 
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(6.144) 
(6 145) 
(6 146) 
(6 147) 
(6 148) 
The conclusiOn IS that the graph of zeroth-order differential conductivity versus voltage can 
be represented by a Lorentz1an d1stnbut10n functiOn centred at e V = 26. The he1ght and 
w1dth are determmed from mverse-hfet1me parameter r In case r --+ +0 the Lorentz~an 
functiOn becomes D1rac delta functiOn The current changes abruptly at e V = 26., and 
remams constant after that In case of fimte r, mteract10n causes polaron state to eXJst 
below the edge of energy gap 
6. 7.2 Incoherent Contributions 
In th1s sectiOn we pay attentiOn on the term l = 1, 2, 3, . m the phonon correlatiOn 
funct10n. SubstJtutmg Eq (6 133) , and (6 134) mto Eq (6.132), we get 
Isrs ex:. I:; 
k,p,n,k' ,rn,p1 
dJJ.J -cc -cc 100 ( 1 ) ( 1 ) 
-oo -eV- w +wol' + Ek' + zf/2 w + w0l + Ep' + zf/2 
(6 149) 
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where 
(6 150) 
and 
(6 151) 
By rearrangmg terms, we obtam 
Is1s ex L e•l(p'-p)-(q, + (2N)l+1' l'l'' k,p,k' ,p' ,m,n,l,l' 
.C(ck' + Ep• + W 0 (l + l')- eV, r) (6 152) 
As usual, the sum of exponential gives a Kroneckcr delta. The mult1-sum reduces to 
00 
Isis ex L Al,l' L .C [Ek' + Ep' + W0 (l + l')- eV;r] (6.153) 
l,l'=O k' ,p' 
where the amphtude 
(6 154) 
has been defined Convertmg summatwn to mtegral (as done m last sectwn) and dlfferentJ-
atmg w1th respect to V g~ve 
oo a 100 100 dr:: dE:k r 
O'sJs ex L All'- P (6 155) 
l,l'=O ' f)V "' "' Jcp- l:.yE:k- t.[(Ek + Ep + wo(l + l')- eV)2 + f 2] 
J.:[eV -2cl-w,(l+l'),r] 
as th1s form of mtegral was earned out m last sectwn (I= 0 case) Hence, all we have done 
so far can be summansed m the formula· 
00 
O'SJS ex L Al,l' .C[eV- 2Ll- Wo(l + l'), r]. (6.156) 
l,l'=O 
6.8 SIS Tunnelling with Dispersive Phonons 
So far we have cons1dered d1sperswnless phonon wq = constant for the sake of analytical 
transparency It turns out, however, that the shape of conduct1v1ty curve obtamed v1a 
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th1s assumptwn IS narrow at the second peak compared with expenmental data since this 
presumption 1s not realistic. From this section on, we mvestigate the effect of dispersive 
phonon upon SIS tunnellmg 
The vanable Wq first appeared in the Green's functwn m the form 
oo (~ u u* e""•') 1 I: "-'q o J 
l=O [I 
(6.157) 
Expanding in power and collectmg exponential of time variable together, we find that the only 
affected term m polaronic Green's functwn of energy IS m the form f'"oo e•(w., + +w.,)'e""'dt 
m stead of f:"oo e""01'e""'dt. And the overall procedures are quite the same, the only difference 
IS that we have to make the followmg replacement: 
(6.158) 
m the tunnellmg theory. Eq (6.156) is amended to 
(6 159) 
Substituting 1(q) = 1:-,qo =~and converting sum over q to smgle integral, we get 
dlq;I.C[eV- 2Ll- wq, - ... - wq;,, T] (6 160) 
Converting f dlq,l -+ f dw,'D(w,), we arnve at 
00 1 ( 2 )!+!' 
usrs oc L l'l'' ~~a J. .. j dw1'D(w,). 
l,l'=O ..._,._.. 
l+l' 
(6 161) 
Next we assume for simplicity that the dispersion relatiOn is isotropic and IS m the form of 
the Lorentzian functwn having a centre of distribution at w0 With dispersive width Ll.w, I e 
(6 162) 
With th1s and Eq (6.161), we have 
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00 1 ( 2 ) 1+1' 
asis ex l,~o l'l'' ')'~a 
j j .C(w,- W0 , Llw) .C(wl'- w0 , Llw) .C[eV- 2Ll- Wq,-,. - wq;,,T] 
'-v--" 
l+l' 
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(6.163) 
As long as t:J.w is less than w0 , we can extend the mtegral over phonon frequenc1es to [-oo, oo]. 
Also, from Appendix C, w1th takmg latt1ce constant a = 1 we get 
00 1 ( 2)1+1' 
asiS ex I; 111,1 'Yo .C [eV- 2Ll- (l + l')w0 , (l + l')Llw + r). 1,1'=0 4 (6 164) 
Th1s equatiOn may better be wntten m terms of new ind1ces L, l as follows 
00 
asiS ex I: AL.C [eV- 2L1- WoL,LLlw+ r] (6 165) 
L=O 
With 
~ 1 2L 
AL = L, l'(L -l)1 9 
1=0 
(6 166) 
where we have defined a new parameter g = 'Yo/2 
The d1fferent1al conductivity 1s st1ll of Lorentz1an shape centred at 2t:J. for coherent part 
and then at wo apart, and so on Up to now, the humps caused by electron-phonon mteraction 
have been broadened by the mfluence of the parameter t:J.w m Lorentzian w1dth argument. 
The conductivity-voltage shape depends on several parameters namely g2 reveals the strength 
of electron-phonon mteractwn. It tells us about the relat1ve he1ght of phonon-ass1sted humps 
w1th respect to the coherent peak centred ate V = 2t:J. Further, w0 reveals the centre pos1t10ns 
of those humps t:J.w represents the Width of diSpenve humps. And finally, r discloses the 
w1dth of the first peak In practice we evaluate the d1fferent1al conduct1v1ty by summmg 
Eq (6 163) up to a certam order L There IS no need to mclude terms up to mfimte summatiOn 
because normally m case g2 1s not too large, the a - V curve at h1gh orders m L have 1ts 
centres located far away and therefore do not contnbute very much to the the first two 
humps on wh1ch we pay mam attentwn 
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6.9 Overall Contributions 
Eq (6 166) IS m the form of series expanswn It g~ves a transparent Image about the 
shape of conductivity curve as descnbed m previOus sectiOn. In this sectwn we try to collapse 
the senes mto a closed form m order to get more-refined numencal results 
By rewntmg Lorentzian function m the form of complex number, 1 e . 
.C(x, a) = .:.r,:s ( 1 ) 
1r x-za 
and takmg 'J() out of the summatwn, we obtam 
(g2)1+1' 1 
UsJS oc 'J .f.1 [1['1 [eV- 2.0.- wo(l + l')- z(t.w(l + l') + f)j 
By reahsmg that 
,b > 0 
and that 
'J (-1 ) - lR (-1 ) 
a -1b - b+za ' 
we arnve at 
00 00 ( 2)1+1' 
u ex lR " { dte-'t([eV-21l-wo(l+l')]-,(llw(l+l')+r)).;.:9~c--
SIS L.., Jo [1['1 
l,l'=O 0 
Regroupmg the terms w1th l, l' together gives 
Smce 
we simply obtam 
UsJs ex lR la"" dte-''(eV-211-,I')exp (zg2euuot-llwt) 
By straightforward rearrangmg, we get 
(6 167) 
(6 168) 
(6 169) 
(6.170) 
(6 171) 
(6 172) 
(6 173) 
(6 174) 
USJS ex lR ~a= dtexp [zle-llwtcos(wot)- ft] expz [zle-llwtszn(wot)- (eV- 2.0.)t] 
(6 175) 
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And therefore 
Th1s represents the overall contnbutwn from every l m the senes expansiOn The difficulty 
1s that numencal solutions to th1s formula can be earned out only pomt by pomt To 
fit parameters w1th expenmental data we still have to rely on senes expanswn formula in 
previous sectwn But however at the end, Eq (6 166) is likely to g1ve more refined result. 
In real expenmental data of HTSC, only the first hump next to the mam peak at e V = 2.6. 
IS outstandmg Fig 6 10 shows d1fferential conduct1v1ty obtamed from polaromc Green's 
functwn approach (up to mfimte terms) together w1th an expenmental result obtamed by 
break-Junction techmque at 4 K 
-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 
Voltage(mV) 
F1g 6 10 Theoretical SIS conductiVIty of F1g 6 llb (solid !me) compared w1th the tunnelling 
spectrum obtamed on Bz2Sr2CaCu20 8+o smgle crystals by the break-Junctwn techmque 
[88] (dots) 
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F1g 6 11 SIS tunnelhng conductance m the b1polaromc superconductor for d1fferent values 
of the electron-phonon couplmg g2 w1th 
t. = 29 me V, w0 = 55 me V, t.w = 20 me V, r = 8 5meV 
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6.10 Conclusions 
From the expenmental data concermng 1sotope effect on the earner mass, phonon den-
Sity of states, etc, [87] one estimates the couphng strength g2 to be of the order of 1 , the 
charactenst1c phonon frequency between 20 and 80 meV, the phonon frequency d1spers10n 
about a few tens me V, the gap parameter about 30 me V, and the mverse hfetJme of the 
order of 10 me V 
SIS conduct1v1ty calculated w1th the parameters m th1s range IS shown m F1g 6.11 for 
four d1fferent values of the couplmg The conductlVlty shape is remarkably d1fferent from the 
case of BCS theory There IS no Ohm's law m the normal regwn, eV > 2.6., the d1pjhump 
features are clearly observed m the first denvat1ve of the current there 1s a substant~al 
mcoherent spectral we1ght beyond the quas1partJcal peak for the strong couplmg, g2 > 1, 
and there IS an unusual shape of the quas1partJcle peaks All these features are beyond the 
BCS theory whereas they perfectly agree w1th the expenmental SIS tunnelling spectra m 
cuprates [88, 89, 90, 91, 92] In particular, the theory Eq (6 176) quanhtat1vely descnbes one 
of the best tunnellmg spectra obtamed on Bz2Sr2CaCu20s+0 smgle crystals by the break 
JUnctiOn techmque [88] (see F1g6 10) Some excessiVe zero-b1as conduct1v1ty compared w1th 
the expenment 1s due to our apprmamatwn of the elastic self-energy The exact (energy-
dependent) self-energy prov1des an excellent agreement m th1s sub-gap regwn, as has been 
shown m Ref [93] A more recent dynam1c conductance of Bl-2212 mesas (shown m F1g 2 of 
Ref [92]) IS almost 1dent1cal to our F1g 6 lOb as well 
From the senes expansion formula (6 165) 1t 1s obviOus that the first hump (next to the 
mam peak) m 0'- V curve anses mamly from the mcoherent l = 1 term, wh1ch represents 
one-phonon-electron mteractwn F1ttmg w1th expenmental data also reflects another fact 
that m reahty phonons are dispersive (.6.w i' 0) and mteractwn between polarons eXIsts 
(fimte r /2) The second hump 1s not observable somehow Even eXIstmg, th1s theory m1ght 
not be able to fit the data very well smce the assumptiOn 1s based on an approXImatiOn that 
IS not very good when the b1ased voltage becomes larger 
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Some possible ongomg researches m the future should concern 
1) pmr-tunnellmg theory, which reqmres knowledges of bipolaron, or 
2) fimte-temperature calculation, usmg Matsubara Green's functiOn, or 
3) new tunnellmg Hamiltoman model that also works well when the applied voltage is 
large, or 
4) more elaborated Green's functwn evaluatwn usmg diagram technique, etc. 
Appendix A 
Baker-Hausdorff Theorem 
We consider an operator m the form 
{A.1) 
By chfferentiatiOn, 
{A.2) 
The second-order denvat1ve IS 
(A.3) 
In the same way, the third-order denvatJve reads 
{A 4) 
and so on. In general, 
- (n) -H (0) - [ [[H, SJ, SJ, ... SJ, (A.5) 
where the commutator with S has to be taken n times. By expandmg the H(a) in Maclaurm 
senes of a, 
- - - a2 -H(a) = H(O) + aH'(O) + 2!H"(O) + ... (A.6) 
By setting a = 1 we finally obtain 
-S S [ j 1 [[ 1 e He =H+ H,S + 21 H,SJ,SJ+3i[[[H,S],S],SJ+ .. {A 7) 
Appendix B 
Weyl Identity 
Weyl1dent1ty states that for any operator A and B, m the s1mple case that 
[A, [A, BJ] = [B, [A, B]] = 0, (B 1) 
then 
(B 2) 
Th1s theorem can be denved as follows For the t1me bemg, we replace the operators A and 
B by xA and xB respectively, where the parameter x w11l be set equal to 1 at the end of the 
log1c We first define 
(B 3) 
Then 
(B 4) 
By msertmg umt operator ( e-xAexA) between B and exB, 
(B 5) 
Applymg Baker-Hausdorff theorem (Appendix A) 
1 1 
e-A BeA = B + [B, A]+ 2i [[B, AJ, A]+ 31 [[[B, A], A], A]+ (B 6) 
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and considering only such simple case that satisfies Eq.(B.1), then Eq (B.5) reduces to 
F'(x) =(A+ B + x[A, B])F(x). (B.7) 
This differential equation imphes that the solutiOn could be of the form 
(B 8) 
Subst1tutmg th1s tnal solution back into Eq (B.7), we arnve at 
F'(x) =(A+ B)F(x) + ex(A+B)y'(x) (B 9) 
Equatmg th1s with Eq (B.7), we get 
ex(A+B)y'(x) = x[A, B]ex(A+B)Y(x) (B 10) 
As usual, we assume that [A, B] commutes w1th both A, and B so that this equatiOn reduces 
to a simple differential equation 
dY 
dx = [A,B]xY (B.ll) 
And its solutiOn is s1mply given by 
Y(x) = eiA,B[',' (B.12) 
Substituting this mto (B 8) y1elds 
(B.13) 
Accordmg to theory of ordmary differential equatiOn, the first-order ODE has only one 
solutiOn that satisfies the same boundary conditiOn. We then conclude that 
(B.14) 
Settmg x = 1, the Weyl identity, Eq (B 2), is verified. 
Appendix C 
Evaluation of Integral 
+oo dw' 
f-oo (w'- ~ ± i8)(w- w1 ± i77) 
We first let 
f(w') = 1 (w'- ~ + ~J)(w- w' + ~ry) (C 1) 
By the pnnc1ple of contour mtegratwn 
f f(w')dw' = 2-n 2::: res~due (C 2) 
The contour path 1s chosen as m the next page Res1due m the upper mfimte semiCircle 
occurs at w' = w + ~71 
Res~due = ( , / )/(w'--+ w + ~17) 
w - w+~ry 
1 
w- ~+~(J +ry) (C 3) 
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• I lffiy 
; 
; 
; , 
; 
it') 
; 
/~ X I ,,, 
r 
V I - ... > (J) ... 
-L L 
The mtegral compnses one along r and the infimte stra1ght lme, i.e. 
f f(w')dw' = 1: f(w')dw' + h J(w')dw' (C 4) 
where L --+ oo Along r we let 
(C.5) 
Therefore, 
{ f(w')dw' = 2. {" ze'B d(} 
lr Llo (e•B-f+!f)(![-e'B+z) (C 6) 
Hence fr f(w')dw' --+ 0 as L--+ oo We therefore arnve at 
100 J(w')dw' = 2;n (( , / J/(w'--+ w +try)) 
-00 w - w + 2Tf 
(C 7) 
In summary, 
1oo _____ l___ ~dw' = -27rz 1 
-oo (w'- ~+u))(w -w' +zry) w- ~ +z(o +ry) (C 8) 
By the same techmque, 1f the s1gns mfront of 8 and 17 are negat1ve, we obtam 
1oo _____ l ____ dw' = 2m 1 
-oo (w'- ~ -zo)(w -w'- zry) w- ~ -z(o +ry) (C 9) 
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In case of d1fferent signs mfront of J and ry, the mtegral vamshes, 1 e 
{oo 1 dMJ'=O 
Lxo (w'- ~ ± tS)(w- w' 'f try) (C.lO) 
In th1s case the two res1dues he in the same sermc1rcle. And they completely cancel. The 
overall res1due then vamshes 
Appendix D 
Density of States in BCS and Polaron 
Theory 
D.l BCS Density of States 
Consider the BCS energy spectrum 
where 
k2 
~k = -- J1 2m 
SubstJtutmg this relatiOn mto the defimt10n of DOS· 
and convertmg sum to mtegral yield 
D(E) = j o(E- V~~+ b.2)p(k) dk 
Expandmg DiraC delta functiOn of functwn via the formula: 
o(x- x,) 
o(J(x)) = ;;= lf'(x,)l ,J(x,) = 0 
(D 1) 
(D 2) 
(D 3) 
(D 4) 
(D 5) 
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we obtain 
D(E) = (k) dk lE I 
P d~ ..)E2- t:,_2 
dN IEI 
d~ -JE2- t:,_2 
- D (k) I El 
- N ,_j£2-[:,.2 
We therefore arnve at the conclus10n 
forE> 6. 
lE I 
Dscs(E) ex V E 2 _ 6.2 , 
D.2 Polaronic Density of States 
(D 6) 
(D.7) 
In polaron theory we regard the energy-momentum relat10n of a polaron as an empincal 
quadratic equat10n, 1 e 
(D 8) 
where 6. IS the energy gap, and m* is the polaromc effective mass. 
SubstJtutmg Eq (D 8) mto the density of states Eq (D 3), and convertmg sum mto mtegral 
g1ve 
D(E) = (2~)3 I 8 c:. + 6. -E) dk 
Expandmg D1rac delta funct10n of funct10n via the formula (D 5) we arnve at 
2m* 
Ds(E) = lkf 
From Eq (D 8), we conclude that m polaron theory 
for E > 6., and 0 otherwise 
1 
Ds(E) ex V E _ 6. 
(D 9) 
(D 10) 
(D 11) 
Appendix E 
Evaluation of Integral 
/+oo dx b 
-oo y'X(x- a+ ib)(x- a- ib) 
Let 
b 
J(x) = vx(x- a+ ~b)(x- a- ~b) 
By the pnnc1ple of contour mtegratwn 
j f(z)dz = 27rz 2:res~due 
(E 1) 
(E 2) 
The contour path IS shown m the next page Two res1dues occur at z = a+~b and z = a-~b 
Res~due = lzmz->a+tb[z- (a+ ~b)]f(a +~b)+ lzm._,a-tb[z- (a- ~b)JJ(a- ~b) 
1 
= 2~~ - c.c (E 3) 
The mtegral compnses 4 curves along r£, r., r +• and r _ 
Along r £, z = Le'9 , we get 
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/ 
where L-+ oo 
Imz 
L 
X 
r r~ Re z 
r_ 
X 
a-ib 
Along r., z = re'9 we have 
f f(z)dz = Vr {2" de'9·-,.,...,.___,.--..:..b.,....,..___,.. __ -.,. lr. lo=o e'912 (re'9 - a+ ~b) (re'0 - a- ~b) 
=0 
where r-+ 0 
Along r- we have 
{ f(z)dz = { f(z)dz lr_ lr+ 
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(E 5) 
(E 6) 
as the integratiOn 1s m the oppos1te direction to each other and the square root in the 
denommator are negative to each other (e±'" = -1) We then arnve at 
2 fooo f(x)dx = 27ri res~dues 
=7r(k,+cc) 
a +~b 
(E 7) 
Therefore, 
(E 8) 
Appendix F 
Integral of Two Lorentzian Functions 
Cons1der product of two LorentzJan functiOns such as 
(F 1) 
By the pnnc1ple of contour mtegratwn 
j J(w)dw = 27r~ L:res~due (F 2) 
The contour path 1s shown m the next page Two res1dues occur m the upper semJcJrcle at 
w = x + w and w = y + ~b 
ab Res~due = ltmw->x+.a-:---~,..,--:..:.._----,-,..,-------:-:-(w- x + w)(w- y + ~b)(w- y- ~b) 
After elaboratwn, 
So we conclude that 
ab 
+hmw->y+'b-:-------:,...,---:..:.._-.,....,-------:-:-(w- x + w)(w- x- w)(w- y +~b) 
Res~due = -:-:c-:------'-( a-,-,-+_b..:.,) ---,-,--~ 
2~ [(x- y) 2 +(a+ b) 2] 
l oo 7r(a+b) -eo f(w)dw = [(x- y)2 +(a+ b)2], 
(F 3) 
(F 4) 
(F 5) 
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or eqmvalently j_: £(w- x, a)£(w- y, b)dw = £(x- y, a+ b). (F 6) 
The mtegral gracefully returns Lorentz1an functwn. 
Im w 
y+ib 
)( 
X 
0 
Re w 
-R R 
F1g F 1 Contour path of the mtegral m th1s Append1x. 
Appendix G 
Gap Parameters in Bipolaronic 
Superconductors 
Th1s appendiX aims to give the reader an 1dea about a major difference between polaron 
and BCS theory on account of gap parameter Th1s parameter in BCS theory is already 
referred to in Chapter 6. Recently Alexandrov et al [94] presented a model describmg 
temperature dependence of the gap They consider lD Hamiltoman involvmg the kmetlc 
energy of carriers in the effect1ve mass approximation and a local attractive potential 
V(x- x') = -U 6(x- x') (G.l) 
as 
where s is the spm mdex. Solvmg two-particle problem with the D1rac delta potential we 
obtam a bound state With the binding energy 
(G 3) 
Applymg Bogolmbov approximation, we reduce the Hamiltonian Eq.(G 2) to a quadratic 
form as 
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where the coherent pairing potential 
(G 5) 
The smgle-particle exc1tat10n energy spectrum E(k) IS found usmg the Bogohubov transfor-
mation as 
(G 6) 
Due to th1s, the smgle-particle gap, ~ IS defined as the mimmum of Ek ,1.e. 
!G 7) 
It vanes WJth temperature from ~(0) =V~~+ ~~(0) at zero temperature down to the tem-
perature independent ~P above Tc. ~c depends on temperature temperature as 1- (T /Tc)d/2 
in the 1deal three (d = 3) and two-dimensiOnal (d = 2) Base gas. In the 3D charged Base 
gas it has an exponential temperature dependence at low temperatures [96]. the theoretical 
temperature dependence Eq (G.7) descnbes well the experimental observatiOn of the anom-
alous gap in Y Ba2Cu307-8 in the electron-energy-loss spectra by Demuth et al [97] F1g.G 1 
WJth ~~(T) = ~~(0)[1- (T/Tc)n] below Tc and zero above Tc, n=4 
§ 0 95 
.:'!. 0 90 
r:: 
<i 0 85 
ci. 
c3 0 so 
075L-~--J-~--~~~~~ 
02 04 06 08 12 14 
TjTc 
F1g G 1 Temperature dependence of the gap Eq.(G.7) (line), compared w1th the expenment 
[97] (dots) for ~P = 0.7~0 [94]. 
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